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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYSIS OF AN ANDEAN COSMOVISIÓN: NATURE, CULTURE,
ECOLOGY, AND COSMOS
by Christian Ardeleanu
Modern life may offer certain benefits for humanity, but it can also create a
barrier between humans and the natural world. In contrast, the millenarian Aymara
culture of the Bolivian Andes exhibits a harmonic interrelation with nature, ecology, and
the cosmos, and it also represents a living system of indigenous knowledge and
knowledge production/transformation. The Aymara system of knowing and knowledge
production, like other indigenous systems, should not be mistaken for antiquated
elements of culture and folklore but should be seen as a distinct and dynamic
epistemology. The Aymara cosmovisión is similar to the philosophy of ecology, sharing
some general descriptions of interactions in the natural world and the cosmos. However,
the two perspectives differ when they are analyzed in their proper systems of knowledge
production. In this analysis, the epistemological difference between how ecology and the
cosmovisión relate to the natural world is seen as a gap in the two distinct traditions of
knowledge production. By first describing characteristics of the Aymara cosmovisión as
envisioned by several ritual and spiritual masters (amawt’as), other involved Aymara
people, and several Aymara academics, these findings are then analyzed in their
relationship to ecology and the natural world. This analysis included many distinct
voices, illustrating the non-dogmatic nature of the cosmovisión. Ultimately, each
interviewee spoke towards the aspect of the cosmovisión which he/she is most interested
in without being bound to a certain doctrine or creed by an authoritative body. Most of

the ritual and spiritual specialists generally focus on interacting with the beings of the
natural world through diverse ritual conversations. Other spiritual specialists focus on
the study and interpretation of a cosmic order and code. Aymara academics are more
interested in describing issues surrounding Andean culture and its interaction with the
modern Bolivian society, especially in terms of decolonization. The different
perspectives of the interviewees yield a data set that is descriptive of the Andean
cosmovisión in general, and that offers insight into comparisons with occidental notions
of nature and culture.
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Introduction
Motivation and Scope
Modernity, the historical and continuing cycle starting around 1500 with the
advent of European colonization which is marked by a change from feudalism to
capitalism, communism, nationalization, rationalization, secularization, and globalization,
appears to be reaching a perilous point (Foucault 1995). The momentum of its imbalance
is ever increasing, creating tremendous disequilibrium in the natural and human realms.
Racism, colonial relations of power, imperial wars, misogyny, and a culture of control
exemplify the imbalance in the human realm, while massive species extinctions,
deforestation, large scale land-use change, natural resource exploitation, and urbanization
demonstrate the disequilibrium in the natural realm (Shiva 1989). Ultimately these two
realms are juxtaposed and interacting, which elucidates that each cause of disequilibrium
and stagnation in modernity is felt by humans and the nonhuman world alike. Modernity
is imbalanced because its functioning ultimately depends on force, coercion, and violence
in physical, economic, and emotional spheres. Consequently, the stagnation of modernity
is seen in the repetition of the same self-validating dogma expressed in many political,
philosophical, and ideological concepts (Reinaga 1981). Anything left in stagnation and
imbalance over time manifests an illness. The history of modernity portrays the
progression of a sickness which seems to be spreading with celerity.
The cause of this sickness is a philosophy that foments a particular type of action
and perception in the world: that of a cannibal. Native American scholar Jack D. Forbes
in his firm declaration, Columbus and other Cannibals, characterizes this sick
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philosophy, perception, and action as the wético psychosis (Forbes 1992). Wético is a
Cree term that refers to the diabolically wicked person who terrorizes others. Forbes says
the wético, in his view a cannibal, is defined as someone who consumes the life of other
beings for his or her own personal advantage, profit, or enjoyment through the means of
violent exploitation (Forbes 1992, xv – xvi). Taken historically, it becomes clear that the
wético psychosis is derived from a certain place and a consequent epistemology and
world view: hegemonic Europe. European colonization of the Americas, Africa, and
Asia, starting in the late 1400s, has facilitated the pernicious blooming of the mindset of
hegemonic Europe in vast areas of the planet.
Through sheer military force, economic power, as well as many subtle
propaganda strategies, Eurocentric epistemology has created a homogenized world view
inextricably linked to its epistemological roots. The expansion of Eurocentric
epistemology into other parts of the world has been studied by many scholars including
Grosfoguel (2012), Alcoff (2007), Quijano (2000), and Mignolo (2000). The integration
of Greek rationality and Eurocentric Christianity in the history of early Europe is a
formative factor in the development of Eurocentric epistemology (Reinaga 1982, 12).
Effectively creating the dominant and colonizing mind of Europe, this epistemology has
given rise to perceived racial supremacy, dichotomized categorization (mind and body,
humans and nature), reasoned religiosity, and communist and capitalist world
domination.
As a result of the action that this type of thinking manifests, European nations
voraciously expanded, never before seeing an influx of goods and services as copious as
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the faculty of colonialism offered. Western European nations quickly expanded and
developed, financed wars with each other, reestablished national borders, built artificial
cities, all within the cycle of predation that supplied the raw materials. The burgeoning
empires of Europe as well as the colonies of North America and, after 1776, the United
States, pushed relentlessly towards a modernity built by slavery, genocide, and natural
resource exploitation. Colonialism acted as a tool of technological innovation by
extracting resources from distant lands and converting them into the raw materials of
western material progression. There is not one modern technology whose creation and
perpetuation is free from human and natural exploitation (Hornborg 2001). As such,
modernity is inseparable from colonialism, while both phenomena are entrenched within
the banks of a Eurocentric epistemic current (Burman 2010, 461).
As the homogenized development that grew out of colonialism became a global
paradigm, other ways of development were eschewed and reprimanded. In fact, the
growth of western nations is synonymous with the demise of indigenous nations. More
worrisome, however, is that with the continuous attack upon them, indigenous cultures
around the world are losing cognitive frameworks that are cosmologically founded and
intricately interlaced with local ecological wisdoms that have been known for millennia.
Instead of flourishing, these “subaltern” epistemologies are being replaced by the same
generic Eurocentric epistemology that precipitated their demise. It seems just as essential
to permit the dynamic continuance of native epistemologies as it does to preserve
unspoiled ecosystems.
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Background
Modern day Bolivia, or more appropriately named Tawantinsuyu or Qullasuyu to
acknowledge native and proper forms of social and political organization, is the site of an
acute and sometimes violent clash of epistemological currents. In one of these currents
of knowledge the native Aymara and Quechwa people lived in a balanced harmony that
transcended and united the cosmic, natural, and personal spheres. The other epistemic
current was introducted to the area by foreign invaders. The arrival of Spanish colonizers
to the region in 1532 commenced the historical perpetuating cycle of colonialism (Rivera
Cusicanqui 2010, 39).
Soon after the Spanish invaded, they stood in awe at the discovery of prodigious
amounts of silver deposits and quickly began an intensive mining campaign based on
forced and unpaid indigenous labor (Kolata 1996, 2). The excruciating work and decrepit
conditions in the silver mines led to the death of many indigenous miners. The mining
process was also destructive towards the local ecosystems, decapitating mountains and
polluting the environment (Moore 2003). At the same time, the economic stability
gained from silver bankrolled the Spanish empire and its predominance in Europe (Shultz
and Draper 2008, 2). In fact, because of the debt owed to England by Spain during this
period, much of the silver was quickly shipped to London, refueling the engines of yet
another colonial power who sought hegemony in vast parts of the world.
In 1825 Bolivia became an independent nation, meaning it no longer adhered to
the directions of the Spanish crown. However, colonial structures and relations of power
were nevertheless maintained and propagated within the indigenous communities and
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borders of the newly formed nation. White elites ruled the nation and maintained control
over key goods while purposefully ostracizing indigenous people to marginalized land
where coercion into forced labor was still being used (Dangl 2007, 16). In the low
tropical lands of the country, as well as the fertile mid-elevation areas on the eastern side
of the Andes, indigenous slave labor was used in the hacienda system, where African
slavery was also utilized by the Spanish (Rodas, n.d.). In the high Andes and the
altiplano (high plateau), mining continued to be the main magnet of indigenous slave
labor.
Catholicization and prevailing occidental value systems spread cancerously
through the land, always minimizing the native cosmovisión (cosmic-vision/world-view)
by means of guile, belittlement, coercion, and assassination (Yujra Mamani 2009, 91). In
many instances, catholic churches were constructed directly on top of natural monuments
of spiritual and ritual importance to the local population. Additionally, Christian crosses
were staked into many mountain peaks and high points in the region, places that for their
spatial prominence and ancestral spirits are of great importance in the cosmovisión. This
crass dominance is quintessential of Spanish colonization, but more subtle techniques of
demagoguery were also used to gain control of people through their passions and
emotions, such as promoting aspects of Catholicism that appear to be in line with native
beliefs only to confound people into being ambassadors for a Eurocentric religion (Yujra
Mamani 2009, 96). However, these historical periods also saw a continuous fortification
of native resistance, both in physical armed struggle and adherence to autochthonous
thought and social organization (Cusicanqui 1992).
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The invading Eurocentric epistemology is antatgonistic to the native epistemology
in religion, ethics, politics, arts, and nature to such a degree that harmonious co-existence
of the two is impossible: for one seeks to destroy the other. Colonial relations of power
prevent a peaceful multicultural existence in Bolivian society and modernity dismantles
native communities and nature (Reinaga 1982, 7 – 8). More frightening, however, is that
the Eurocentric way of thinking is blanketing much of the world and continuously
creating more imbalance in social and natural spheres (Reinaga 1982, 35 – 36). The
contemporary ills of capitalism, communism, and globalization have only exacerbated the
wounds of classical colonialism while creating novel avenues of subordination towards
indigenous communities and nature. In contrast, Aymara epistemology can be said to
envision a world that is sustainable, unifying, harmonious, and balanced, in cosmic,
natural, and social spheres.
Literature Review
The sharpest contradiction between Eurocentric and Aymara epistemologies is in
the mode of perception they manifest. Surely, all human beings on Earth breathe the
same air, feel warmth from the same sun during the day and, at night, glance up at the
same stars. These are activities that are unimpeachable in their reality. However, there
are contradistinctions between how these matters are perceived and even deeper fissures
between the relationships of one-“self” and the cosmos. Perception of the world in a
certain way gives ground to a particular action in the world through distinct axiological
codes. Ethics, including ecological ones, being intimately linked to values, seem to be
very forcefully influenced by perception. Epistemology ultimately distinguishes
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perception, as it envelops and defines a distinct way of “knowing” and “being” in the
world, ultimately setting the parameters of a particular ontology. Therefore, an
epistemological analysis can best reveal the distinguishing features between occidental
and Andean perceptions and knowledge of the world. Anthropocentric/Eurocentric
Judeo-Christian theology and Greek rationalism have most likely influenced the bulk of
occidental perception (the perception stemming from Eurocentric epistemology), while
Aymara perceptions of the world are largely influenced by their proper cosmovisión.
Christian Theology and Ecological Perspectives
An interesting way to begin this section on the interrelations of theology and
ecological perspectives is with a quick examination of the word ecology. Created by the
German zoologist Ernst Heackel originally as “okologie” in 1873, the word can be
etymologically traced to the Greek oikoç, meaning house, and λoyía, meaning study of.
In contemporary times the word ecology has come to refer to the study of living beings in
interaction with their natural environment and one another (Merriam-Webster 2004). At
a basic level ecology refers to the way all beings live in this Earthly home. It is revealing
to note that ecology did not enter the English language until 1873, long after the birth of
the industrial revolution and centuries after the synthesis of large-scale environmental
pollution (White Jr. 1974). Many apparent reasons exist for this lack of vernacular, but
there is one factor that provides foundational significance to these reasons. The biblical
genesis myth and interpretations thereof provide powerful pillars of perception towards
how humans view the Earth.
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In Genesis, after God created the heaven and the earth, day and night, the waters
and the firmament, all the creatures of the earth, and finally man, God said to man, “Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth and subdue it: and have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over
every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth” (Genesis 1:28 [AV]). A casual and
anthropocentric reading that is inspired by the view that humans are the focal point of the
universe, can easily translate this passage into the granting of a god given right over the
natural world and all its resources for humans in order to reproduce more rapidly.
Through this perspective, the relationship of humans and nature is one of domination, in
which God’s will is that man usurps the lives of other beings to glorify man’s own life.
The occidental world developed along such reasoning and, when paired with the advent
of western science, the development accelerated.
In his landmark article The Historical Roots of our Ecological Crisis Lynn White
Jr. explains that “modern Western science was cast in a matrix of Christian theology.
The dynamism of religious devotion shaped by Judeo-Christian dogma of creation, gave
it impetus” (White Jr. 1974, 5). During the scientific revolution of the late 1500s to the
late 1600s all the great western scientists communicated their scientific motivations in the
religious terminology of their time. Galileo, Newton, Darwin and Bacon, all experienced
the world with this existential underpinning. It is not surprising then to see the
scientifically and technologically driven development of the western world take the path
of insatiable exploitation towards the natural world and non-occidental humans. Less
surprising is the celerity with which this development evolved, being buttressed by such
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deeply held philosophical axioms. Therefore, this question posed by Lynn White Jr.
seems to have an obvious answer: “Is it coincidence that modern technology, with its
ruthlessness towards nature, has so largely been produced by descendants of [these]
peasants of northern Europe?” (White Jr. 1974, 3).
One of the main axioms that can be extracted from the Eurocentric epistemology
of science, technology, and human-centered faith is that of perpetual linear progress. In
fact, to borrow one more phrase from Lynn White Jr., “Our daily habits of action, for
example, are dominated by an implicit faith in perpetual progress which was unknown
either to Greco-Roman antiquity or to the Orient” (White Jr. 1974, 3). One can easily
add that it was unknown to South America or Africa prior to European colonization. It is
more than well documented in works such as The Party’s Over by Richard Heinberg and
The Upside of Down by Thomas Homer-Dixon that western technology and lifestyle are
incompatible with the biological and atmospheric characteristics of the planet.
Nevertheless, progress, especially in the consumerist and expansionist realm, and
technology, particularly in the weapons production industry, continue to be the economic
priority of the occidental nations. Such leaps of blind faith have put human life,
ecosystem life, and balance on the threshold of dissolution.
There may be a notion or emotion in the innermost crevasse of occidental being,
some ontological motif in the spire of Eurocentric identity, that supposes it is wise to
continue believing and acting in a way that precipitates human and ecological
catastrophes. In chapter three of Genesis the serpent beguiles Eve and Adam into eating
from the forbidden tree, which God instructed them not to eat from. Irritated, God castes
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Adam out of the Garden of Eden to till the ground from where he was taken. Carolyn
Merchant speculates that this precipitous fall had drastic consequences towards the
psychology of occidental society and stuck in the collective unconscious to the present
day. Therefore, the ultimate goal of progress and technology is to re-create the Garden of
Eden (Merchant 2003). This exegesis paired with that of Genesis chapter 1 implies that
the new garden should be built by subordinating and consuming the life of other organic
beings to ensure the safe and innocent stance of occidental man in the garden.
At the end of Genesis chapter three, there is no direct mention of God expelling
Eve from the Garden, in fact, he is referring directly to Adam after just having alluded to
both of them earlier in the passage: “Therefore the LORD God sent him forth from the
garden of Eden, to till the ground from whence he was taken. So he drove out the man;”
(Genesis 3:23-24 [AV]). It could be that the perceived fall from Eden and the prowess to
re-create the garden is a strictly male preoccupation. The science and technology of the
occidental world is a masculinized field (Shiva 1989, xvi). A male-dominated endeavor
launched to re-create a gentrified Eden with advantages in comparison to the former.
This same perspective views the body of the Earth as feminine, something to be worked
and plowed, forced to yield fruit to male volition. The epitome of this idea is found with
the “father of modern science,” Francis Bacon, who in 1623 illustrated the idea of male
dominance and the subjugation of the feminine: “For you have but to follow and as it
were hound nature in her wanderings, and you will be able when you like to lead and
drive her afterward to the same place again” (quoted in Merchant 1983, 168).
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This “Reinventing Eden” mentality can be seen in every type of decadent western
development. Modern cities, with their shopping malls, gated communities, zoos, and
golf courses, exemplify it. And national parks, whose boundaries fractioned indigenous
homelands in the United States and other places, were formed after native people were
forced to migrate to reservations in order to create a Eurocentric recreational paradigm
and manage forests for maximum yield and productivity (Merchant 2003, 152). The
reinvented garden is being built in the image of occidental man with all his philosophical
and epistemological baggage. It seems to have also become a littered garden.
The artificiality and biological homogeneity that characterizes the garden’s
aesthetics obfuscates its darker side. The garbage and waste generated in the production
and consumption processes of occidental civilization have a deleterious impact on all
aspects of life. Coupled with technological failures, the impact has also culminated in
many large scale environmental disasters. And due to racist colonial global power
structures, certain countries and ethnicities feel the impact more than others. In the
United States it is known that, “communities with the greatest number of commercial
hazardous waste facilities have the highest composition of racial and ethnic residence”
(United Church of Christ 1987). This statement is certainly meaningful in other parts of
the world, especially in “developing” nations like Bolivia, where people are at the double
disadvantage of being non-European and economically weak on a global scale,
vulnerable to abuse and coercion. Merchant adds to this topic saying, “Waste, pollution,
landfills, and incinerators have been located in deserts, in inner cities, in ghettos, and on
American Indian reservations and often targeted for the neighborhoods of people of
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color” (Merchant 2003, 164). The main bulk of European Christian theology, including
its capitalist and industrialist ramifications, has journeyed to build a society that is
pigmentocratic, phallocentric, anthropocentric, and egocentric. There exist however,
exceptions within the history of Christianity which allude to a different interpretation of
scripture, one that can be argued as being holistic and ecocentric.
J. Baird Callicott in his book Earth’s Insights distinguishes two alternative
interpretations to the reading of Genesis that implies dominating nature: the stewardship
interpretation and the citizen interpretation (Callicott 1994, 16). The stewardship view is
based on the passage in Genesis 1:26 – 28 in which God establishes every part of his
creation as “good.” The significance of this would suggest that all parts and beings of
creation have an intrinsic value and a right to life. Additionally, in the English translation
of Genesis 1:28, when God says that humans should “replenish the Earth and subdue it,”
the word subdue is rather crassly and misleadingly translated. In the Hebrew version of
the bible, the word for subdue is yarad, meaning to go down, descend, decline, march
down, sink down. From this viewpoint humans are not more important than the rest of
nature as they have descended to the same level. Still, humans have the duty to replenish
nature as a caretaker and steward.
The citizenship interpretation, drawing from the Garden of Eden myth, likes to
acknowledge that the name Adam is derived from the Hebrew name adamah meaning
“earth.” Therefore, as Callicott explains, “The first man’s very name thus associates him
with the most material element – with the soil” (Callicott 1994, 17). Adam is made of the
earth just like every other being, and all these beings are made as companions for Adam.
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The representation of the forbidden fruit in the Garden of Eden also takes on an alternate
meaning. In this view what Eve and Adam ate and took in is the knowledge of their
nakedness, that is, self-awareness and self-centeredness; the urge to determine what is
good and bad; a dichotomized mind. Callicott writes that, “In this
interpretation…anthropocentrism itself is man’s original sin and is responsible for the
famous fall” (Callicott 1994, 19). Even more so, the transgression of leaving a simian
lifestyle free from a meat-eating diet and self-awareness is emphasized in this
interpretation.
Fabricating Ethics: From Greek Reason to Cartesian Metaphysics
Alongside the theology of anthropocentric Christianity the other main influence
on the development and evolution of occidental ethics is the axiology stemming from
Greek reason and rationality (Reinaga 1982, 12). This value system, despite having been
developed concomitantly to classical paganism, has found a fluvial coexistence with the
Christian realm described in the preceding section. It appears that through the ages and
on into contemporary times, these two forces have evolved symbiotically in an interlaced
fashion and within the schemata and mental faculty of a colonizing Europe (Reinaga
1982, 29 – 34). Eurocentric thinking is unique in this sense and, furthermore, foreign to
native epistemologies.
Before delving into an analysis of the epistemological and philosophical
underpinnings of occidental civilization it is crucial to comment that ancient Greece has
deep roots in Afroasiatic cultures, and that possibly the only novelty made manifest by
white Greek thinkers is reason. Martin Bernal, author of Black Athena, provides
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prodigious evidence that Greek civilization was not the result of the conquest by and
development of Aryans from northern Europe, but the result of a process of borrowing
and learning from mostly African and some Asian cultures. He elucidates that the Greeks
themselves did not see their political institutions, philosophy, science, and religion as a
novelty, but that during a crucial period between 1785 and 1850 the origin of ancient
Greece was prevaricated in a racist reaction to the enlightenment, and to legitimize the
colonial expansion of European nations (Bernal 1987, 2).
For every Kemitic deity (neter) there was an ersatz Greek counterpart. The
vivacious world of antiquity was a place replete with spirits and ethereal forces. Every
stream, forest, brook, and meadow had a guardian being. After all Apollo was the god of
the sun and light, and Gaia the goddess of the Earth. A world filled with such
effervescence and reverence for the natural world is much more similar to Afroasiatic
cultures than to the world defined by Greek reason (Bernal 1987, 132 – 133). There is
the possibility that pure reason is the Aryan influence on ancient Greece. Either way it is
this reason that stuck and, alongside egocentric theology, forged occidental civilization.
To speak of reason is meaningless without the mention of Socrates. The “wisest
man in Athens” is a founding father of Eurocentric thought. More revealing than the
philosophical legacy that one man left to history however, are his actions and behavior in
life. Aymara ideologist and occidental critic Fausto Reinago lucubrated with passion
over the life and works of Socrates, critical of both his intellect and private happenings.
Reinaga unveils the true Socrates as a man with two wives, three children, and the owner
of two slaves. Socrates owned vast cultivable land, and his wives worked for him to
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maintain and financially support his lifestyle. Furthermore, he only gained access to this
land by selling his own mother as a slave and usurping the land she had inherited from
her husband, the sculptor Sofronisco (Reinaga 1983, 29). This lifestyle would indicate
that the progenitor of European thinking was a vile creature, a macabre patriarch willing
to sell his own mother for a profit margin, insensitive to love and feeling. Reinaga
concludes that “Sócrates ‘carne y hueso’ es la Santísima Trinidad: individualismo,
propiedad y dinero” (Socrates ‘flesh and bone’ is the Most Holy Trinity: individualism,
property, and money) (Reinaga 1983, 29).
Reason separates mind from body and does away with spirit. Reason divides
nature from culture and nurtures itself. Reinaga in the work entitled La Razon y El Indio
describes how Socrates, through the power of reason, conquered his own heart. With the
power of reason he dominated his passions and feelings and put in their place a cerebral
bigotry. This forced separation caused Socrates to become something else, possibly
something other than human. As Reinaga states:
Sócrates es la razón. La razón hecha dogma. Dogma reluciente, frío, tajante
como el verbo de los fiscales de Nuremberg, como el acero de la guillotina de
Robespierre, como el relámpago de la Bomba Atómica de Hiroshima y Nagasaki.
(Reinaga 1978, 89)
(Socrates is reason. Reason made dogma. A dogma that is shining, cold, and
incisive like the decisive word of the prosecutors of Nuremberg, like the steel of
the guillotine of Robespierre, like the flash of lightning of the Atomic Bomb of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.)
The most sinister consequence of Socratic reason is found in its ossification as universal
dogma. As a systematized truth this reason finds action in the heartless values of
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colonization and ecological destruction. After all, Socrates sought economic power and
pedantic dominance above all.
In another book under the title of El Podredumbre Criminal Del Pensamiento
Europeo Fausto Reinago explains that in form and essence, physiognomy and action,
European thought is nothing more than six thinkers and four conquerors (Reinaga 1982,
17). Three thinkers from the pagan era are Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle; and three
thinkers from the Christian era are Descartes, Kant, and Hegel. The four conquerors are
Alexander and Caesar, and Napoleon and Hitler. These personages embody and define
the volume and historical borders of occidental thought and Eurocentric epistemology.
They also very clearly elicit the behavioral patterns and mode of action of occidental
society, alluding to the term borrowed from Forbes earlier, the behavioral patterns of the
wético: a cannibalistic society that consumes the life of other societies it forces itself into
contact with, and that likewise devours the fatness of the earth and all its beings (Forbes
1992, xvi).
Reason has been used to justify in the mind of the European megalomania,
avarice, white supremacy, and misogyny according to Fausto Reinaga. Murder and rape,
assassination and revenge, the blood-soaked turf of ethnocide and the bereaved floor of a
once was forest, are all consequences of this reason. Reason has fathomed a hyper-reality
more real than the actual one, where other beings are called “resources” and only exist as
property of a superior brand of human, pale in character and male in sex. A reality where
interconnections are only noticed when built by humans and everything else is seen as
separate.
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Fausto Reinaga tells us that:
La razón inventa el tiempo rectilineo y la vida finita. La razón mide y divide
todo. Mide y divide dioses y hombres. La vida del Cielo y la vida de la Tierra,
mide en infinita y finita. El tiempo del cielo y el tiempo de la Tierra están
medidos. El nacimiento y el muerte están medidos. (Reinaga 1978, 155)
(Reason invents rectilinear time and finite life. Reason measures and divides
everything. Measures and divides gods and humans. The life of the Sky and the
life of the Earth, measures in infinite and finite. The time of the sky and the time
of the Earth are measured. Birth and death are measured.)
Occidental thought through this reason has measured and divided everything in order to
control it or gain something from it. By reason, entities are dichotomized and excluded,
then arranged on poles in a hierarchy of good and bad. This exclusivist and reductionist
thinking is evident in scientific modernity with its quest to probe nature for every detail
of self-centered information thought possible to extract. The same thinking also
perambulates the minds of every occidental political philosophy, however radical it may
seem. The political field itself is a divided entity only thought possible by reason.
From its inception and throughout its evolution the reason of Socrates has been
phallocentric. In the occidental world the fields and progress of philosophy, politics, and
science have been led by rich white males. Evelyn Keller in Reflections on Gender and
Science writes that the founding fathers of modern science sought “a philosophy that
deserved to be called ‘masculine’ that could be distinguished from its ineffective
predecessors by its ‘virile’ power, its ability to bind Nature to man’s service and to make
her his slave” (Keller 1985, 7). It is interesting to see that during the period of the
scientific revolution founding fathers such as Francis Bacon knew very well what
“masculine” was all about. They had learned it from the gendered fields of their
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philosophical, religious, and political upbringing. Vandana Shiva explains that “As
nature came to be seen more like a woman being raped, gender too was recreated.
Science as a male endeavor, based on the subjugation of female nature and the female
sex, provided support for the polarization of gender” (Shiva 1989, 17). Reason
reproduced through modern science made practical the division of genders to more
distant poles and exacerbated the wounds that the occidental world inflicted on a
feminine natural world and non-European peoples.
Ecological Ethics of the Occidental Civilizing Matrix
The occidental civilizing matrix refers to the totality of ethics, values, culture,
philosophy, epistemology etc…that project from occidental civilization (Yampara 2010,
27 – 33). I have argued that Greek reason and anthropocentric Christian theology have
largely influenced this venture. In the occidental nations this civilizing process is
complete and self-perpetuating, for it has found a cycle of reproduction between
generations. It sits as a foundational part of being for the occidental human and finds its
expression in his/her philosophy and actions. It can be said to constitute a unique
ontology. Therefore, ecological ethics that spring out of the occidental civilizing matrix
may be limited in their efficacy due to internal contradictions between their scope and the
epistemology which envelopes them.
The rise of the modern conservation movement is often attributed to George
Perkins Marsh and the publication of his work Man and Nature in 1864. Marsh, in this
work, was one of the earliest western scholars to document the exhaustion of the land by
agricultural malpractice and the extinction of animal species from overhunting. He also
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argued that the ancient Mediterranean civilizations collapsed from environmental
degradation (Marsh 1864). While the acknowledgment that humans can have a
deleterious impact on ecology was a novelty in the time that Marsh wrote the book, his
language and solutions have a utilitarian outlook characteristically occidental. For
instance: “In the rudest stages of life, man depends upon spontaneous animal and
vegetable growth for food and clothing, and his consumption of such products,
consequently diminish the numerical abundance of the species which serve his uses”
(Marsh 1864, xi). In his language other beings are “products” that only exist to “serve”
his “uses.” This is clearly an anthropocentric outlook which enslaves the natural world,
quantifies it for study, and consumes it.
The formation of the United States national forest system, a move influenced by
Marsh’s book, as well as the political effort of many others such as Gifford Pinchot,
accurately exemplifies the utilitarian philosophy of the conservation movement. The
land, stolen from Native Americans by force and guile, was not set aside for the plethora
of other beings dwelling within, but was to be managed by the interests of a burgeoning
empire in need of raw materials. This philosophy differed from the previous unregulated
operation only to the extent that it allows the forest to recover to the point that it
continues to feed the needs of society instead of the needs of the forest. Obviously otherthan-human beings have no intrinsic value in this view.
The preservation movement attributed to John Muir and his legacy differs
somewhat from the conservation movement. The preservation philosophy sought to set
aside pristine nature in the form of national parks and wilderness areas. John Muir in his
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theocentric ecology waxed poetic about the marvelous and enchanting qualities of the
natural world, about the ineffable lives of multitudinous creatures, and of the cancerous
pollution of industrial civilization. His words redirected the attention to nature that many
urban citizens in the United States had lost after being engulfed by the artificiality of the
growing cities at the turn of the 20th century. Unfortunately, as some scholars suggest, an
elitist, racist, and isolationist philosophy scoured Muir’s ecocentrism (Merchant 2003,
160). He seldom wanted companionship while traveling in the Sierra Nevada Range of
California and constantly bickered at the uncleanliness and inferiority of the Native
Americans he encountered (Muir 2003, 277 – 278). It is only true to the occidental
current that this philosophy was used to establish these new parks in places where Native
Americans lived, at the same time displacing these people and closing off the parks to
any type of permanent human habitation.
The deep ecology movement, a term credited to the Norwegian philosopher Arne
Naess, seems to draw inspiration from some sources outside of the occidental civilizing
matrix, however, not entirely. Naess believed that every being, whether vegetable,
human, or animal had the right to live and to blossom (Naess 1989, 164). This resonates
with the land ethic that Aldo Leopold composed in his landmark work A Sand County
Almanac, a philosophy which heralds proper development as good only to the degree that
it maintains the ecological integrity of an area. While taking ecological ethics across the
right path, deep ecology is deficient of a clairvoyant unification of philosophy, culture,
and politics. Namely, its lack of a fervent critique of white racial supremacy in the arena
of philosophy is a burden to its cause. After all, the philosopher Spinoza, a thinker well
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trained in the orthodoxy of Europe, was one of the greatest influences on the thinking of
Arne Naess.
Aymara Epistemology: Ontology, Cosmology, and Decolonization
The Eurocentric epistemology analyzed in the previous sections, with influence
placed on its origins, evolution, and scattering into certain ecological ethics, is a way of
thinking not alike to the Aymara epistemology. Historically, colonialism, and
contemporarily colonialism, paternalism, and modernity, have undermined and
subordinated Aymara ways of thinking and relating with the world. The colonial relation
of power in Bolivia is not just sustained by physical presences such as the police and
ethnically segregated urban space, but has, as Anders Burman has shown “an epistemic
dimension and that epistemic violence is an integral part of the colonial relations of
power that characterize the world since 1492” (Burman 2012, 106). This epistemic
violence finds expression not only in the overarching dominations of colonialism, but
also in the subtle and obvious favoring of any occidental model, be it political, territorial,
philosophical, or pedagogical. A constant affirmation of wrongness from the colonizing
side towards an Aymara way of life implies that the latter is mistaken and living a false
reality (Burman 2011, 101). However, the Eurocentric epistemology so vociferously
pronounced by its proponents is proving to be antagonistic to life itself: to the mineral,
vegetable, animal, and human world, it is a menace. In contrast, Aymara epistemology
emphasizes human symbiosis with the natural world and is an expression of the cosmos.
It is a way of thinking compatible with sustaining life on planet Earth.
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Viracocha the creator
Viracocha is the supreme power of creation and destruction in the Andean world.
As archeologist Alan Kolata frames the story, Viracocha rose from the bottomless and
frigid waters of the sacred Lake Titicaca, and walked directly to the site of the ancient
civilization of Tiwanaku where he began the act of human creation (Kolata 1996, 65).
There he meticulously sculpted the diversity of humankind and other beings in stone as a
microcosm, and once the image was complete, he called all beings forth from the nooks
and crannies of the Earth. At the sound of his voice everyplace hearkened, and people
emerged from lakes, springs, valleys, trees, rocks, caves, and hills (Gamboa 1948, 198).
For each specific locale in the Aymara world, the people of that area have a particular
natural landmark from which they emerged that is most sacred to them.
Viracocha is furthermore the creator of all things, including the cosmos and the
multiverse. He is an active force of action and change, having destroyed two previous
worlds, one by fire and one by flood, before establishing cosmological order in Tiwanaku
(Kolata 1996, 67-68). At this same moment Viracocha also created the sun, moon, and
constellations. By setting them in motion through the heavens time was created. The
Aymara used these astronomical bodies as guides to mark seasonal changes as well as
other phenomena. In the Andes, stars and humans became synchronized, ebbing and
flowing with the same regularity.
What is of utmost interest in the Andean genesis story is the fact that, with divine
will, humans and other creatures were born of the living flesh of the Earth (Kolata 1996,
66). Furthermore, each group of people can trace their ancestry to a certain monument of
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natural history. This idea inoculates the landscape with many points of sacred meaning
and renders it protected. It also ontologically binds humans with the earth at the
substance level both in a microcosmic and macrocosmic way.
Ajayu and the nature of being
The physical world of the Aymara is only one shade in the array of factors that
influence identity and being. Spirit permeates the physical world in every locus and is
the focus of the construction and dynamics of being. The Aymara word for spirit is
ajayu, but for this term to gain appropriateness in translation it requires some semantic
demarcation. Ajayu is not a personal spiritual core permanently attached to a person,
something that only uses the physical body as existential baggage. It is also not
something opposite to and exclusive of the physical body. In referring to the ajayu,
Anders Burman explains that, “Body holds something of spirit, just as spirit holds
something imperceptible of body. Spirit, then, is not the opposite of body, rather its
insubstantial extreme” (Burman 2010, 459). This notion is well in accordance with the
general Aymara world view, or cosmovisión, which sees things as complimentary and
inclusive, in symmetry, balance, and harmony. Hence ayaju is a “dynamic quality that
permeates ones being” (Burman 2009, 115).
The ajayu is non-localized throughout the body but there are certain parts of the
body it is more closely in tune with. The lungs and heart are of importance to ajayu since
they are the receptive centers where smells and smoke are ingested, giving rise to various
feelings and emotions (Burman 2009, 117). Speech, thought, and consciousness through
the medium of the lungs and heart also have direct relation with ajayu. The ajayu seems
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to influence essentially every dynamic quality of being without standing as something
separate from its expression.
The entire physical world has ajayu, as it is not limited to humanity. Humanity is
actually integrated into the broader web of life through ajayu. It is “what makes all life
forms human, or what makes all beings persons” (Burman 2009, 118). The mineral,
vegetable, animal, and human worlds are all imbued with a dynamic flow of ajayu. The
full dispersion of ajayu in this manner, in combination with its dynamic essence, can
precipitate at times a personal loss of ajayu. Such a loss can foment illness in the
individual since ajayu is largely influential on vitality. However, with the help of a
spiritual and ritual master (shaman; high-priest), or amawt’a, the ajayu can be called to
reenter the body from whence it fled. To distinguish things further, the amawt’a
Policarpio Flores Apaza in his book El Hombre que Volvió a Nacer, tells us that there are
two ajayus: the jach’a ajayu (great ajayu) and the jisk’a ajayu (small ajayu). He explains
that it is only the jisk’a ajayu that a person can lose, while the jach’a ajayu can never
leave the person (Apaza 2009, 127).
From ajayu also emanates the axiom of eternity. Fausto Reinaga explains in La
Razon y El Indio that, “Como el indio es Cosmos, la primera cosa que hay en su
pensamiento es la idea de la eternidad: en aymara y en qheswa: Huiñay” (As the Indian
is Cosmos, the first thing that there is in his/her thought is the idea of eternity: in aymara
and in qheswa: Huiñay (Reinaga 1978, 38). The ajayu could be said to have profound
influence on this view of the eternal since it is in perpetual existance. Apaza comments
that “El aymara es eterno en la eternidad” (The aymara is the eternal in an eternity) and
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that “venimos de un Wiñay (Huiñay) Marka y que volveremos a ese Wiñay Marka, por lo
tanto no existe la muerte, solo volvemos a nuestro pueblo” (we come from a Wiñay
[Huiñay] Marka and we will return to this Wiñay Marka, therefore death does not exist,
we just return to our place and people) (Apaza 2009, 186). Wiñay Marka takes the
significance of an eternal place and time. Therefore, the being as eternal ajayu comes,
and goes again, to an eternity of which quotidian life is just an expression of. Here there
can be no such thing as death, all corporal termination is the beginning of a voyage into
and throughout an eternity, an eternity that cyclically pulsates and regenerates with an
abundance of ajayu.
Vicissitudes of pacha
The unity of the space-time continuum in dynamic flux and in myriad
manifestations is called pacha. This term is derived from the Aymara word paya,
meaning two, and chama, force (Ayala Ticona and Mendoza Poma, n.d.). One force is
cosmic-telluric and emanates from the Earth, and the other is a cosmic-celestial force
beaming from the heavens. In their harmonious interaction and interlacing these powers
foster reality. Pacha, therefore, has various meanings that are contingent upon the
relations of spatial and temporal archetypes (Mamani Bernabé and Quispe Huanca 2007).
Kolata denotes three principal pachas as alax pacha, the pacha of the sky, celestial plane,
and luminosity, manqha pacha, the pacha of below the earth and of darkness, and aka
pacha, this land, the here-and-now, the place were creatures exist in life (Kolata 1996,
11-12). The amawt’a Policarpio Flores Apaza distinguishes seven main pachas. The
four additional are, khä pacha, the pacha of a past or old time, jutir pacha, the time that
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comes, saran pacha, the time that goes away, and qamir pacha, the present time (Apaza
2009, 80). Many more pachas exist as well, encompassing a holistic conceptualization of
events and times varying from the pacha of the rain and the present day, to the pacha of
the harvest and the pacha of giving birth.
An interesting distinction of pacha is in the positionality of past and present in
space. In occidental temporal-spatial positioning, the past is considered to be something
behind oneself, while the future is a metaphorical point somewhere in front of the subject.
However in this view the location of time is reversed (Nuñez and Sweetser 2006, 1). The
past is in front of oneself, visible, palpable, knowable, and engraved into the physical
landscape. In the Aymara vocabulary, the word for eyes, nayra, is the same as the word
for ancient. Therefore, what can be seen with the eyes, what has past, is written into the
language of the land. Events as well, both contemporary and ancient, are written into the
land which the Aymara use to orient themselves (Kolata 1996, 12).
In the alax pacha reigns Tius Awki or, lord father, who constitutes the male
procreative cosmic power. The word Tius is a derivation into Aymara of the Spanish
word dios, meaning god. Also personified as Tata Willka or Tata Inti, this being is the
sun of our solar system. As the center of the planetary ellipses the sun is a perpetual life
giving force for the Earth, emanating rays of energetic brilliance that heat the earth’s
atmosphere and provide nourishment for multitudinous beings. In Andean culture
throughout history, more monuments have been erected for the sun than any other cosmic
or spiritual being. The sun is revered as the archetypical benefactor, a fatherly giver that
is warmly received by the telluric body of the earth.
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Another term stemming from pacha and with particular salience in the
contemporary world is Pachamama. Pachamama is the living earth as the fecund
feminine body in a fervent flux of growth, decomposition, and regeneration. Pachamama
sustains the heterogeneity of life and is the telluric cause of it. Humans, being one of
many beings that are parented by Pachamama, are always her children (Urbano and
Macera 1992). In fact, some Andean people see the regeneration among humans not just
as the union of two beings of the same species but as an expression of the nurturing
activity of Pachamama (Vasquez 1998, 91). Most Aymara people have a profound
respect for Pachamama and offer libations, or a ch’alla before sowing and reaping a
harvest, during certain important rituals throughout the year, and even in a quotidian
manner as an obeisant gesture. Burnt offerings such as a type of misa (an orderly
amalgamation of specific vegetable, mineral, and animal products) are also enacted for
Pachamama. These respectful actions are taken because Pachamama loves her children,
they are her seeds and she nourishes them (Jimenez Sardon 1995, 50). To reciprocate
this giving one must enter into ayni with Pachamama, which is, a relationship based on
reciprocity and togetherness (Van den Berg 1989, 217). Ayni is done most joyfully,
since this reciprocity fills the being with benevolence and earthly humility on the skin of
his/her mother.
Wak’as, achachilas, and ispallas
In Pachamama there are certain places of condensed spiritual energy that take the
form of living earth shrines. High mountain peaks, lakes, caves, rivers, and other
prominent natural wonders are some examples of wak’as. But a wak’a can also be a
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stone or a rock of eminent and extraordinary form or texture. This yields a world that is
full of wak’a places, defining a landscape that is alive, beautiful, and sacred. The wak’a
is a highly sacred place because of the concentration of a particularly powerful form of
spirit known as the ajayu uywiris (Burman 2009, 138). Energy produced here is sensitive
and needs to be appeased by the amawta’s to avoid disequilibrium. Ayni is essential with
the wak’as, where the giving of libations is balanced by the potent curative power
humans receive from these places. Forgetting to act in reciprocity with the wak’as could
lead to devastating consequences. Burman writes that an amawt’a, “The Maestro Don
Valetín likened them to a pressure cooker and said that if people do not visit them in
order to tap them of their energy in a ritually correct way, energy and pressure will
accumulate in the wak’as and this could cause earthquakes or volcanic eruptions”
(Burman 2009, 139). The wak’as speak, and to hearken unto them is to reciprocate and
also tap into a vast spiritual relationship, one which can be mutually beneficial.
From this relationship of reciprocity it is evident that the human does not
“worship” or “adore” a wak’a in the way these terms hold meaning in Christian
religiosity. Rather, the ritual with the wak’as is situated in feelings of heartfelt love,
respect, and propriety (Rivera 1998, 58). For these beings are alive and much older than
humans. As such the wak’as have been thought to tend to humans just as humans tend to
their agricultural fields (Vasquez 1998, 111). For instance, plants in their consciousness
may not be aware the extent to which they are watered or fed by the gardener, or that
there is someone there watering them at all, likewise humans in a particular
consciousness may not be aware of influences from other sources not profanely felt.
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What is fascinating is that a wak’a can also be an exceptional person within the
community who has similar powers. Vasquez writes that the wak’a “is the person who is
most experienced and who deserves the greatest respect, affection, and consideration on
the part of the whole ayllu (community)” (Vazquez 1998, 114). Burman explains that a
wak’a jaqi is the term referring to a human wak’a, and that this person “has the gift to
cure his or her fellow humans, read the coca leaves or prepare offerings for the ajayus
uywiris” (Burman 2009, 138). This person is one of the various types of spiritual and
ritual experts found in Aymara culture.
Dwelling near the waka’as are ancestral spirits of great importance, the male
achachilas, and the female awichas. These grandfathers and grandmothers exist within
the living flesh of the Earth. They are kin of long ago, and the sound of their names
embodies a sacred vibration. Those making pilgrimages to the wak’as address these
spirits as they do living grandparents (Kolata 1996, 11). The achachilas, in accordance to
the correlation of masculinity with the higher spatial planes, are usually in the summit of
Andean peaks, and the awichas are in the lower elevations of the mountains. However,
stemming from the view that meaning is constructed in the relativity of and between
beings, awichas can also be found in high mountain peaks, but lower relationally to the
achachilas. The achachilas and awichas also have thaumaturgic abilities and are
generally seen as generous protectors of humans. However, they are benevolent only
when engaged with in reciprocity and through a ritually correct form (Burman 2009, 38).
Ignoring the achachilas and awichas, or misbehaving towards them, can have negative
consequences in the physical and spiritual health of humans.
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In the vegetable world every plant species is known to have a spirit as well, called
an ispalla. Every different kind of plant has inherent in it a particular type of ispalla,
which can be explained as the ethereal force governing the health and growth of the plant.
During the planting season the Aymara spiritual and ritual specialists enter a trance in
which they seek the benediction of the ispallas and meekly ask for a successful harvest.
Offerings are also made to these spirits of the plants in order to please them and cajole
their bountiful growth (Kolata 1996, 55).
Ancient edifications at Tiwanaku
Whether or not the ancient civilization of Tiwanaku is attributed to the Aymara
exclusively is disputed amongst academics, but nevertheless Tiwanaku does hold cultural
importance across the Bolivian Andes, and is seen by many as the paragon of native
social and epistemological arrangement and cultural expression. Tiwanaku is thought to
have developed parallel to the Neolithic period through a process that began in the
Paleolithic (Charroux 1973, 58). Although contrary to some occidental archeological
theories, this period of the emergence is supported by Fausto Reinaga who states that “es
en Tiwanaku donde aparece el Homo-sapiens, que edifice la primigenia sociedad
mundial” (it is in Tiwanaku where Homo-sapiens appear, those who built the primogenial
global society) (Reinaga 1978, 17). This society sought realization through the immense
scientific, architectural, medical, and metaphysical prowess of the founders (Charroux
1973, 60). This encompassed a cosmocentric thought that in its evolution and dispersion
has influenced Aymara epistemology. Much of this knowledge is inscribed in the Puerta
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del Sol, a lithic gate carved out of one piece of rock weighing approximately 10,000
kilograms and situated in the Kalasasaya temple of Tiwanaku.
Other architectural landmarks and temples are constructed out of the same
cosmic-vision of the builders. The ceremonial center of Tiwanaku was encompassed by a
gargantuan moat, blocking easy access to centrally located public buildings. Inevitably, a
moat will conjure up images of medieval castles and draw- bridges and holds meaning as
a system of defense. In Tiwanaku, it was not used as a means of protection for the elites
against the lower-class citizens. Rather, the moat was built to evoke the image of the
ceremonial center as an island (Kolata 1996, 123). This is not just any island, but one of
the sacred islands in Lake Titicaca which, according to some cosmogonic myths, are the
actual areas where Viracocha emerged and created the world. Symbolically, the interior
core of the city was a representation of the time and place of human origins.
Another impressive structure in Tiwanaku is the Akapana pyramid. It is so large
that early archeologists confused it for a natural hill. Later it was discovered that it is an
entirely human-made construction composed of “transported earth, clay, gravel, and cut
stone, stepping up in seven superimposed terraces” (Kolata 1996, 131). The Akapana has
a base of two-hundred meters and rises to a height of seventeen meters at the highest
terrace. Its physical features are impressive enough but more revealing of its nature is the
intricate details of its core as well as its function.
The top terrace of the Akapana was found to contain a certain type of green gravel
associated with the streams of the distant peaks of the Cordillera Real. The mysterious
occurrence of this element was somewhat solved when it was later found that the interior
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of the Akapana contained a sophisticated system of below-ground channels and drains.
During the violent outbursts of rain in the altiplano, the inner courtyard of the top terrace
would collect large amounts of rain water. The collected water would then fall through
drains, cascading in a brilliant array onto the next lower terrace. Next, the water would
be channeled on this terrace and diverted towards more drains, which plunged it
downwards and out of the wall on the next level down. This pattern continued until the
water would finally be released at the base of the pyramid, where it was channeled
towards the agricultural fields near Lake Titicaca.
Although the engineering of the pyramid is impressive, it holds a meaning more
profound than its aesthetics. The Akapana definitely did not serve as a cistern to provide
the necessary water for crop production. Channeling the rain water that fell on the
Akapana towards the agricultural fields was only a ceremonial act. The Akapana was the
simulacrum of a mountain and its associated hydrological processes. The way the water
flowed from the top of the Akapana, through the seven terraces and out the base,
mirrored and mimicked the actual way water released from the glaciers of the high peaks
gushes, springs, pools, and percolates down the mountain face, finally coalescing into
streams in the agricultural low lands (Kolata 1996, 134 – 135).
There are still other temples in Tiwanaku, and monoliths as well, that constitute
sites of ritual action in both ancient and contemporary times. Tiwanaku is very much an
active spiritual and ritual center, especially during certain festivals and the Andean New
Year. During the New Year (June 21st) thousands of people congregate to greet the sun
on this special morning. Recently these festivities have magnetized political interest and
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included the participation of Bolivia’s first indigenous president Evo Morales. A small
town with a population of a few hundred residents lies tangential to the archeological
complex. Partially due to the proximity to La Paz, Tiwanaku has also become a tourist
destination where people from countries the world over come to admire the constructions.
Cosmovisión and decolonization
Spanish colonizers first settled in the land of current day Bolivia, then known to
the Spaniards as Alto Peru, between 1524 and 1532. After toppling the Inca civilization
the Spaniards were quick to subordinate the local population and bind them into forced
labor. Treated as sub-human, the native Andean people were brutally worked in the
mines of Potosí and elsewhere to extract the minerals through which the Spanish
bankrolled their devastating empire. The Spaniards were equally malicious to the
environment, ransacking entire mountains in search for silver and gold. Catholicization
and a sanctimoniously imposed program of white occidental supremacy were other
violent methods used by the colonizers to ridicule and belittle native epistemic, cultural,
and organizational ways. These factors and relations of power were not only cemented in
the minds of the Spanish but became integral to the nascent colony. The affirmation of
the wrongness of Andean life was evident everywhere. In fact, iniquity became the fabric
of society, built into the infrastructure, political structure, and colonial axioms. This
“colonial cycle” has transcended the ages and conditions the present moment in
institutional and infrastructural forms (Rivera Cusicanqui 2010, 139).
In 1825 when Bolivia became a nation separate from Spain there was no feeling
of liberation amongst the native population since power was transferred from the ruling
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Spanish to white and criollo ruling oligarchs. Colonial relations of power and
Eurocentric epistemic violence were fully maintained, if not exacerbated. This “liberal
cycle” was politically affirmed with the Ley de Exvinculación, a law passed in 1874 that
sought the abolition of the indigenous community, or ayllu, and a reinstatement of the
colonial caste tribute in which the native populations would have to pay a tax to the
ruling elite for the land they used. In the political sphere, other reforms introduced the
indigenous population to the idea of citizenship, formed from the occidental notion of a
free and equal individual, and untied to any broader sense of community such as the ayllu
(Rivera Cusicanqui 2010, 140). The concomitant introduction of a liberal
representational democracy undermined indigenous forms of political organization and
affirmed the contractual occidental model of society. At the same time expropriation of
resources for European markets continued and there was no shift away from Eurocentric
epistemic violence.
The “populist cycle,” a third and most contemporary function, began with the
national revolution of 1952. The novelties of this cycle included the universalization of
voting rights and a massive incorporation of workers and peasants into state and syndical
political organizations highlighted by clientelist and paternalist relations between the
state and indigenous society. This apparent breach of equality extended from the
government to the indigenous population is masked by the essence of its core. It stems
from the demarcation of equality in Eurocentric terms, something foreign to the Aymara
cosmovisión. As Bolivian sociologist and activist Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui states:
Si el ideal de igualidad va a continuar basándose en el modelo occidental del
ciudadano: moderno, ‘racional’, propietario, capaz de efectuar transacciones en el
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mercado y de ingresar en la logica fetichista de la mercancía, entonces ha de
continuar…la matriz del hecho colonial. (Rivera Cusicanqui 2010, 176)
(If the ideal of equality will continue to base itself in the occidental model of the
citizen: modern, ‘rational’, proprietor, capable of carrying out transactions in the
market and joining the fetishistic logic of commodity consumption, then it has to
continue…the colonial matrix.)
Equality in this sense is reserved for the indigenous person who becomes a western
consumer, engaging in a lifestyle that perpetuates capitalist markets and the decimation
of the natural world.
The three cycles of colonialism presented above are superimposed, some
stretching further into the historical past, but nevertheless present in the contemporary
moment. The Aymara never accepted any terms of colonialism, rather, they were applied
with forceful violence. In truth, colonialism has been resisted continuously in what can
accurately be called a permanent rebellion (Teijeiro 2007). Fausto Reinaga explains that
this permanent rebellion which began in 1532 has utilized two strategies: cosmic patience
and armed struggle (Reinaga 1978, 23). Cosmic patience refers to the continuation of a
native way of life based on the cosmovisión in spite of the imposing occidental world
view. Armed struggle, self-evidently, alludes to the numerous insurrections led by native
warriors to overthrow the foreign oppressors.
Decolonization, therefore, would imply a break from and dissolution of these
fettering historical cycles, and the establishment once again of native social, political, and
epistemic principles. Inclusive in this process would be the decolonization of knowledge,
gender, and the landscape. The culmination of this process of decolonization could only
find completion in the reestablishment of Tawantisuyu and Qullasuyu, as true expressions
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of a native nation. However, since the inauguration of president Evo Morales in 2005
there have been other discourses on decolonization. This decolonial rhetoric, used in the
state and party politics of MAS (Movimiento a Socialismo), defines decolonization as the
rejection of capitalist economic models and the liberation of the native population
through socialist principles. Semantically stretching the term decolonization in this
manner is a farce according to many Aymara academics. Socialism implies a series of
cultural values that were constructed in the territorial space of Europe, therefore derived
from the same occidental civilizing matrix that promotes capitalism (Yampara 2010, 10).
Decolonization in this thesis refers to the restoration of the cosmovisión in all its
expressions.

Methodology
Objective, Research Questions, and Hypothesis
Objective
The purpose of this study is to investigate the Andean (Aymara) cosmovisión
obtained through first-hand experience and investigation. The study highlights aspects of
the cosmovisión that show its relation to the natural world, culture, and the cosmos. The
Andean cosmovisión is also analyzed in relation to occidental perceptions of nature.
Hypothesis
A first-hand investigation of the Andean cosmovisión will allow a plurality of
voices to explain a system of knowing that is neither static nor final, but rather subject to
transformation and change. The Andean cosmovisión perceives the cosmos and the
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natural world as a conglomeration of living beings: mineral, vegetable, animal, and
human. The natural world is also seen to be acting as, and pertaining to, a cosmic order.
Additionally, the cosmovisión defines a form of political, cultural, and territorial
organization that is of millenarian origin and still in existence today. When compared to
occidental perceptions of nature the Andean cosmovisión will have a perception of nature
that stems from a distinct epistemology.
Research Questions
1. How does the natural world relate to “rights” in the Andean cosmovisión?
H1. In the Andean cosmovisión the beings of the natural world give rights to
humans by providing the essential ingredients for life. Humans have the right to
interact with these beings through diverse ritual dialogues.
2. How is the natural world perceived in the Andean cosmovisión?
H2. The natural world is perceived as an expression of an immaculate and
majestic cosmic order that unifies the micro and macro cosmos, and is composed
of multitudinous beings that have life and spirit.
3. What does decolonization mean in the Andean cosmovisión?
H3. Decolonization in the Andean cosmovisión implies a renewal of existing yet
subordinated forms of indigenous social, political, and economic development,
and a free expression of indigenous spirituality.

Study System and Site
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Bolivia has been an independent nation-state since gaining independence from the
Spanish empire in 1825. It is considered the “heart” of South America because it is
physically located in the middle of the continent. Geographically, Bolivia is bordered by
Peru to the northwest, Chile to the southwest, Brazil to the north, Paraguay to the
southeast, and Argentina to the south. After losing coastal territory to Chile in the War of
the Pacific (1883), Bolivia became a landlocked nation. Interestingly however, Bolivia
shares rights with Peru over Lago Titicaca, the world’s highest navigable lake at 3805
meters.
The nation’s terrain is characterized by two predominant terrestrial features and
an accompaniment of unique ecotone zones. The southwest section of the country is
dominated by the high peaks of the Andes mountain range while the northwest is
characterized by the Amazonian lowlands. The Andes, which span almost the entire
length of South America in a north to south direction, are arid, frigid, and rugged in
Bolivia. They culminate in several majestic, sky dwelling peaks highlighted by Nevado
Sajama (6542 meters). The main string of high peaks, known as the Cordillera Real
essentially acts as a geological as well as cultural obstacle between the Amazon region on
one side and the altiplano (high plateau) on the other.
The altiplano, stretching from the Cordillera Real towards Chile averages about
4000 meters in elevation. Temperature in this area is dependent on elevation, but also on
prevailing wind patterns and microclimate specifics. For instance the city of Oruro at an
elevation of 3709 meters is generally quite cold due to the prevailing winds, and can
reach temperatures as low as -20 Celsius. in the winter months. On the other hand
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Cochabamba at 2600 meters, located 200 kilometers from Oruro in a valley at the margin
of the altiplano, boasts a climate of “eternal spring” with temperatures never straying too
far from 20 Celsius. Another feature of the altiplano is the lack of lush vegetative
growth. The arid climate and sporadic torrential rains during the short wet season
manifest a physical landscape devoid of much plant life. Succulents, shrubs, and grasses
dominate the scenery.
Politically Bolivia is divided into nine departments. This study is concerned with
the department of La Paz mainly, but also several other Andean areas such as Oruro and
Potosí. Depending on the source, 70-80 percent of country’s citizens are indigenous,
with Aymara and Quechwa people composing the vast majority of this group (Kolata
1996). Within the departments of the altiplano there is an even vaster indigenous
presence than in Bolivia as a whole. Additionally, as Aymara and Quechwa people have
similar, if not identical traditions, customs, and rituals, there is a prevailing cultural motif
present in this area. Unfortunately, the state political landscape is not indicative of the
indigenous majority in these departments. The urban landscape remains a portrait of
colonialism and rural areas are still dominated by the aftermath of imperialism. A case
example is worth noting.
The capital city of La Paz is nestled in a mountainous valley adjacent to the
altiplano and towards the end of the Cordillera Real, a mountain range composed of
many 6000 meter peaks. Beyond the southern end of La Paz stands Illimani, a massive
with the highest of its three majestic peaks at 6439 meters, and beyond the northern limit
of the city sits Wayna Potosí, another glacier carrying mountain at 6088 meters.
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Tangential to La Paz on the altiplano side is the city of El Alto, which is itself a large and
quickly growing city. In fact La Paz and El Alto are one continuous urban area
distinguished apart by a geographic feature.
The center of La Paz is located at the bottom of the valley but toward its higher
limit and is market by Plaza Murillo, a large plaza where the presidential palace is
located, the large church and adjacent plaza of San Francisco, and the tourist district.
Around the city center and upwards along the hills that spring from the valley are many
different mainly residential communities. To the north, the communities merge with the
city of El Alto. While the city center is a middle class residential area the surrounding
communities on the hills are more economical living places. Immediately southeast and
southwest of the center are the communities of Miraflores and Sopocachi, which are
middle to upper economic class areas. Much further south and lower in the valley is the
infamous “Zona Sur,” a conglomeration of several communities that embody a distinct
district of La Paz. This area is the residence of the highest economic class.
The correlation between ethnicity and economic class in the urban dispersion of
demographics in La Paz is almost perfectly overlapping. Meaning, further south and
lower in elevation from the center are the more economically rich and European
communities and higher in elevation are the more economically poor and indigenous
communities. While the overlap between economic and ethnic class is not completely
just, the distinction in the parts of the city is crass. The power structures of the city
enforced by the military and police and ultimately in the hands of the government, are set
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in place to protect the property and the occidental lifestyle of the Europhilic rich and
maintain the city’s segregation. The existential situation is clearly colonial.
Study Design
A study of the Andean cosmic-vision and a concomitant assessment of its
interrelations to ecology and the natural world necessitated a theoretical approach that
relies on qualitative empirical evidence. The fields of philosophy, epistemology, and
axiology, especially in a cross-cultural comparison, required a balancing act of
interpretation on the part of the interviewer that is intimately linked to the depth and
clarity of the qualitative data. Therefore, the methodology used in this thesis is composed
of formal and informal interviews, participant observation, and direct observation.
The limitations and intention of this thesis should be very clear. This work is not
an anthropological survey or ethnographic account of the cosmovisión Aymara or the
Aymara and/or Quechwa people. Rather, the thesis delves deeply into aspects of the
cosmovisión Aymara, which in this thesis I entitle “an Andean cosmic-vision,” that are
represented by five amawt’as (ritual and spiritual specialists) and a gamut of ritually and
spiritually engaged Aymara people. Since there is a multitude of amawt’as in Aymara
culture, whose cosmic-vision could differ in the details from the ones highlighted in this
thesis, I make no objective claims about the cosmovisión in general. Instead, the
subjective input of the persons teaching the cosmovisión will be thoroughly examined for
possible interrelations with ecology and nature.
The five amawt’as that were interviewed are known as: Wiñay Pacha, Beatriz
Bautista, Felix Mendoza, Genaro Mamani, and Willka Victor Machaca. Each amawt’a
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was interviewed twice except for Wiñay Pacha who was interviewed six times and
Willka Victor Machaca who was interviewed three times. The interviews with the
amawt’as mostly took place in La Paz and El Alto, although two interviews with Wiñay
Pacha were conducted in Tiwanaku, and one interview with Willka Victor Machaca was
shared on Isla del Sol in Lago Titicaca. Aside from the amawt’as, three Aymara
academics from the Universidad Publica de El Alto were also interviewed once each:
Simón Yampara, Marcelo Fernandez, and Esteban Ticona.
Aside from the interviews with the amawt’as many other ritually and spiritually
inclined people were interviewed throughout the process of participant observation. By
being introduced to and immersing myself into the activities of a group of ritually active
people who are faithful exponents of the Andean cosmic-vision I was able to attend
numerous rituals, conferences, cultural events and speeches about the cosmic-vision
where I was constantly introduced to new people. In this way I was able to hear many
other amawt’as speak at public events other than the five interviewed formally, and they
all had an impact in my comprehension of the cosmic-vision to a certain degree.
Throughout this process I was able to not only informally interview more than fifty
people but I was also able to build ongoing relationships and interview at length the
several members of the group I followed. The interviewees that most contributed to my
knowledge of the cosmic-vision I have denominated as interviewee Ұ, X, Z, and V.
However, the first-hand experience that was gained from participating in rituals and
meditative practices with the amawt’as and other people has provided a prodigious
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amount of knowledge that is closer at hand than what was learned during the interview
sessions.
Data Collection
The interviews both with the amawt’as and with the other people were voice
recorded when approved by the interviewee and when acceptable and respectable. The
general trend was to voice record interviews with the amawt’as and with the other key
interviewees, but to not voice record informal interviews that took place during or after
rituals for instance. The information gained from non-recorded interviews was taken
down as notes. As the interviews were informal or semi-formal, the course of the
interview took the shape of an engaged conversation, where open-ended questions were
asked to initiate a profound response. Because I was the one learning the cosmic-vision
there was much more time for listening than for asking questions. For instance, a simple
question precipitated a profound response on any given subject.
The participant observation methodology involved following a ritually and
spiritually engaged group of people on a regular basis. Participating in rituals,
community functions, and simple daily conversation was the means to really grasping the
cosmic-vision. By living in accordance to their perspective, the view of the cosmicvision became more tangible and corporeal. I was privileged enough to record the data
through a deep personal experience, not just a voice recorder and a notebook. Also, by
building relationships based on trust and transparency with the people I followed, the
depth of the interviews also increased, which in turn augmented the quality of
communication and ultimately of learning. The methodology of participant observation
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was not voice recorded since it was a daily lived experience. Certainly, useful
information was recorded in writing and further investigated, but the bulk of the daily
interactions took the form of this lived experience.
Data were also collected through the attendance of formal talks, seminars, and
book presentations. Events such as these usually took place at universities, museums,
and sometimes private institutions, and in each case, offered the possibility of
participation in discussion through a question and answer segment. The formal talks,
seminars, and book presentations were all voice recorded. These events provided an
opportunity to interact and learn from Aymara and Bolivian intellectuals who are
researching topics related to this thesis. The recent publications and lectures of such
intellectuals helped to position the objectives of this thesis within the spectrum of
academia in this area, and ultimately helped refine the objectives to a position of higher
salience within the academic sphere. Especially useful to this thesis were the events held
at the University of Tawantinsuyu in El Alto: a university whose goal is to further
comprehension of the Aymara cosmovisión through an Andean and indigenous pedagogy
by the instruction of amawt’as and other “knowers” of the cosmovisión.
Data Analysis
The voice recorded interview sessions were reviewed and extensive notes were
taken. The interviews that were recorded in notes were also reviewed and these notes
were analyzed in relation to the voice recorded interviews. Across all interviews a
general written layout was made to elucidate: an explanation of the Andean cosmicvision salient to the particular objectives of this thesis, which includes a summarization of
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its breadth, but which strives to delve deeper into certain aspects that are of higher
relevance to ecology and the natural world.
The objective of analysis is straightforward in the sense that I presented the
knowledge gained of the cosmic-vision from the amawt’as and others into a written
format. Here the subjectivity belongs to the interviewees and the interpretation on my
part is minimal. Areas of interrelation with ecology and the natural world will be
transparent and the reader will be allowed to make interpretations based on clear
interview data concerning the Andean cosmic-vision.
The lived experience of the participant observation methodology was used to
augment the data analysis of the interview methodology, meaning that during the writing
of the analysis layout of the interviews, all that was learned from the experiences of daily
interaction with a group of ritually and spiritually inclined people was used to touch-up
and define the range and diversity of the data. In essence, knowledge from any of the
interview sessions that is completely without relation to that of the group I followed was
overshadowed by the wealth of knowledge gained from the participant observation.
Likewise, great attention was placed on the vast areas of overlapping between the
spiritual and ritual knowledge learned from the interview sessions and the knowledge
gained in the participant observation experience.
The data collected in the form of audial recordings from formal talks, seminars,
and book presentations were summarized in notes and outlines separate from the
interview and participant observation data. This was done in the same style, however,
looking first for information concerning the cosmic-vision, and then focusing on areas of
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the cosmic-vision that are relevant to ecology and the natural world. These data were
analyzed separately simply because the talks, seminars, and book presentations were not
as salient to the thesis as were the interview sessions and participant observation
experience, where questions were asked in direct connection to the objectives or where
daily interaction with the group was defined by the cosmic-vision. Nevertheless, certain
events had significant relevance to the thesis and the analyzed data from such moments
helped solidify the knowledge of the cosmic-vision and how it interacts with ecological
ethics.

Results and Analysis
Cosmogonía, Cosmología, Cosmovisión, and Cosmovivencía
This research began with the scope of learning the Aymara cosmovisión, or
cosmic-vision, but soon expanded to encompass three more ways of looking at the
Aymara cosmos: cosmogony, cosmology, and cosmovivencía, or cosmic-livity. The
conceptual enlarging from one to four terms of analysis began after it was suggested in an
interview with the amawt’a Wiñay Pacha and was later reaffirmed by other ritually and
spiritually engaged people as a more proper perception into the Aymara cosmos. Wiñay
Pacha is the leader of the Consejo Supremo de Amawt’as Wiñay Taypi Uta and was
interviewed at length on six separate occasions throughout the field work process. He is
an elder gentleman who dwells in the city of El Alto and lives by spreading the message
of his vision through numerous faculties such as lectures, videos, spoken word, and in the
reading of coca leaves.
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In this analysis, cosmogony refers to the oral histories that give meaning to the
formation of the cosmos, the earth, and the world. The study of the cosmos from an
Aymara philosophy and perception, including all integral parts and the order within, is
the cosmology. The cosmic-vision relates to an Aymara world view that is particular to
this form of viewing, studying, and learning from/with the cosmos. Concomitantly,
cosmic-livity refers to the type of life taken up as the synthesis of an Andean
philosophical, contemplative, and scientific knowing of the cosmos.
Beginning the research with four conceptual starting points proved to be in
accordance with Aymara philosophy in general, in which nothing is seen as alone or a
lone point of study, but at least of complementary nature or par, and better yet,
summarized as having a tetralectical logic. The amawt’as interviewed all incorporated
the Spanish word tetraléctica in their vocabulary and used it throughout their explanation
of the cosmic-vision. Tetralectical here refers to the harmonious interlacing and
interaction of four archetypical elements in a non-linear and dynamic fashion. In this
case cosmogony, cosmology, cosmic-vision, and cosmic-livity take on such a
relationship. Each term is in a perpetual relationship with all the others and the
interaction is devoid of a linear trajectory of influence. It is not that cosmogony
influences cosmology which creates a cosmic-vision that turns into a cosmic-livity. Each
one is codependent and at the same time influential on, and influenced by, all the others.
The three groups of interviewees, amawt’as, ritually and spiritually engaged
Aymara people, and Aymara academics all contributed to the comprehension of these
four terms, however, not each person spoke towards each term in particular. Amawt’as
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and ritually and spiritually engaged people generally provided information in a holistic
way that included the interaction of all four terms, while academics largely spoke of
divided fields of study which many times omitted cosmogony and cosmology. The
vernacular used in speaking of the cosmogony, cosmology, cosmic-vision, and cosmiclivity also varied between the groups of interviewees. The amawt’as preferred to teach in
terms flowing from the Aymara language, at times not finding it easy to translate
something into Spanish. Ritually and spiritually engaged people, most of which are
youths, tended to give answers similar to the amawt’as using Aymara terms but also
incorporating more Spanish in their explanations. On the other hand, the academics used
almost exclusively Spanish terms to speak of Aymara notions, and at times when using
Aymara terms influenced them with Spanish.
An Andean Cosmogony
According to the amawt’a Felix Mendoza, who is also a mathematician by trade,
there never existed in Tiwanaku, or any time prior to the Spanish invasion, the
mathematical concept of zero understood as an absolute nothing. Beginning anything
from a zero/nothing vantage point is a perception foreign to the ancient mathematics of
Tiwanaku. In this sense, Mendoza explains that the cosmos have always existed in a
dynamic flux and constant transformation within a circular or spiral spatial and temporal
path. The idea that everything exhibits muyu, turn or rotation, with muyta, circular
dynamics, elucidates the flow of the eternal and cyclically evolving cosmos. Not only is
there no beginning or end to the cosmos but it is also infinite.
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Speaking of a proper “cosmogony” therefore would be somewhat misleading
since there never was an event that created the cosmos. Rather the cosmos is a series of
interactions between diverse entities (beings), in diverse spaces or dimensions that make
up a totality that continuously changes within the governance of the cosmic order. This
totality is pacha.
There are however several oral histories that give account of the cosmogony of
the sun, moon, and earth. One such history, as told by a ritually and spiritually engaged
youth, tells of a time of darkness where memory and understanding did not include a
complete comprehension of the totality of knowledge. In this time everything in the
cosmos existed and lived in the same time and space. This primordial existence is known
as kallarawi pacha. The following account of the story was given by interviewee Ұ, a
ritually and spiritually involved young woman who at the moment of the interview was a
4th year student at the Universidad de Tawantinsuyu in El Alto.
In this time, the sun and the moon each being for ages surrounded by an
immensity of loneliness as their only company, met for the first time, and in the instant of
encounter felt that the cycle of loneliness that had unsettled them for so long was
completing. Delighting in the nascent company, both the sun and the moon felt
passionate feelings and a fervent attraction for one another. This attraction provoked
such a profound love that it set the path towards the first act of procreation.
In kallarawi pacha, the divinity of the feeling and arrangement of space and time
did not permit procreation in a universe where space is infinite and time does not exist.
To impede this attraction of such magnitude between the sun and the moon, Pachacamac,
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the universe, created planet Earth. This way a distinct time and place was created for
both the sun and the moon: day and night. In this newly manifested world, differentiated
effects generated by the sun and the moon begin to be felt, each one in their own space
and time; joy and sorrow, cold and heat, light and darkness, all the complementary forces
of the earth, were set in motion.
The moon, feeling saddened and anxious after her separation from the sun, cried
inconsolably for various nights and days causing the first ever flood in the Andes. Her
crystalline tears, full of nostalgia and sadness, gave origin to the waters of the sacred
Lake Titicaca. But after passing a century away from one another, the sun decided to
reveal himself before the laws of the universe by starting to rise a little earlier each
morning, hoping that eventually he will be early enough to encounter the moon. For her
part, the moon decided to delay her path in the sky one day and wait just for a few
moments above the horizon of the Cordillera Real range of the Andes. In this precise
instant the sun rose just enough to see her. The moment so longed for by both finally
arrived.
In this moment the beauty of the moon’s luminous face reflected perfectly in the
crystalline waters of Lake Titicaca. The sun being so enraptured by the image of his true
love stopped his journey above the firmament just for an instant so his reflection could
unite with the moon’s in the sacred waters. Ever since, an infinite emanation of love and
fullness of being permeates all things. And from thence, every time the images of the sun
and the moon are joined in the waters of Lake Titicaca, the vital forces that generate and
give energy to the cyclical time of life are manifested.
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This cosmogonic history displays several cosmological and philosophical
perspectives of Aymara thought. One is the completeness and fullness of being that is
achieved in the complementary pair. Chachawarmi, literally meaning male/female
and/or feminine/masculine, is a term that expresses the philosophy and vision of the
cosmos as being composed of differentiated entities that are not opposing and fighting a
battle of polarities, but are instead engaged in a harmonious intertwining based on their
inherent complementarity. Another aspect of Aymara thought is that of a cosmic order
and arrangement that permeates the entire cosmos, nature, and all beings. The sun and
the moon had to abide by cosmic laws in their union, separation, and reunion, but could
also at extraordinary times exert their influence upon the situation, as they too are part of
the cosmic order. Also representative of Aymara world views is the kindness of emotion,
sensitivity, and righteous valiance that characterizes the sun and the moon.
Aymara Cosmology
Many of the interviewees describe pacha as the cosmos. Therefore cosmology in
the Aymara world is essentially the study and the knowledge of pacha. Although this
study is the centerpiece to what a few amawt’as refer to as the ciencia amawtica, or
amawtic science, it loses value without being aware of several other relationships to
pacha. Pacha is also something that constantly teaches, nourishes, and communicates.
According to several interviewees, it is infinite, everlasting, with life and spirit
permeating every locus in an innumerable amount of other pachas. A study of pacha
would also necessitate a living-in pacha to reach a synthesis of a more profound
knowledge. It is from this perspective, and through the myriad relationships and
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interrelations with all other beings of pacha, that amawtic science finds useful the “study
of” pacha.
Furthering the comprehension of pacha
Vicenta Mamani Bernabé is a self-described Aymara theologian who writes
articles and small books concerning pacha and other parts of Aymara culture. She
explains that:
La pacha es el cosmos, el universo. Yo digo que la pacha es nuestra casa grande;
nuestro nido de plata y nido de oro. Entonces como la pacha es nuestra casa
grande, pues en ella vivimos: todos y todas. Alemanas, Quechwas y otras
culturas. Pues antes la pacha vivía en equilibrio y armonía, todo interrelacionado
armonicamente. La pacha podemos decir era perfecto.
(Pacha is the cosmos, the universe. I say, pacha is our great house; our nest of
silver and our nest of gold. Therefore as pacha is our great house, it is in her that
we live: everyone. Germans, Quechwas, and other cultures. Pacha we can say
was perfect.)
Pacha is this great cosmic abode in which all beings exist in state of harmonious
interrelations that give rise to cosmic equilibrium. Aymara thinker Calixto Quispe
Huanca complements Bernabé by writing the following in a pamphlet they co-authored:
“Pachanx taqi phuqhataw utji, ukat taqi kunaw pachankaraki pachampirakiwa” (Pacha is
everything that exists. Everything is from pacha and everything is in pacha). He
elucidates also that pacha, “Janiw qhanañchaskiti ma jaqir tukata, janirakiw mä kunar
tukutasa, jan ukasti taqinin taqi kunan qhanañchasi” (Does not manifest personified or
identified in anything or anyone individual, but is transcendent and incorporates all
beings) (Quispe Huanca 2007). Not only is pacha this grand abode, but its essence is the
substance of all beings. Pacha, not being individualized or compartmentalized, is best
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given meaning as the holistic synthesis of various other pachas that relate to particular
spaces and times of distinct beings, situations, cycles, days, archetypes, conditions, etc.
Nevertheless, these other pachas are not worlds or layers that are totally distinct
from one another but rather interlaced aspects or spaces of the same reality (pacha)
(Estermann 1998, 145). In this light the four pachas of greatest temporal and spatial
importance find a tetralectical relationship as interlaced aspects of reality. According to
interviewee Ұ, these pachas are manqha pacha, alax pacha, alay pacha, and aka pacha.
She also emphasizes that these pachas are dynamic and interlaced, not just layers on a
vertical scale.
For instance manqha pacha is associated with the telluric realm, below the surface
of the earth, darkness, and the unseen. However amawt’a Beatriz Bautista, a middle aged
woman living in El Alto who also taught at the Universidad of Tawantinsuyu for several
years, explains that manqha pacha is better perceived as a clandestine pacha that includes
places like the bottom of rivers and lakes and even certain dark places in the sky that are
imperceptible from a normal human vantage point. Manqha pacha is also the place of
mineral formation and growth, such as that of silver and gold. Although primarily
associated with below the terrestrial surface it finds better meaning as the place and time
of darkness and secrecy, areas not easily perceptible or knowable.
The alax pacha is the space of the above and luminosity and finds a focal point in
the Wak’a Jach’a Qhana or chakana, also known as the Southern Cross constellation and
delineated by the alpha, beta, gama, and delta cruces. In Aymara this is the wak’a of the
jach’a (great, powerful) qhana (light). The chakana is also understood as a bridge,
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spanning and interconnecting the telluric pachas with those of the stars and beyond. The
alax pacha, as Calixto Quispe Huanca writes, “Alax pachanxa uñxata jan uñxata
axayunakawa utji” (Is something mysterious where visible and invisible cosmic energies
exist) (Quispe Huanca 2007). Although it is mysterious, alax pacha is also a source of
great knowledge, to be looked up to and learned from. Amawt’a Felix Mendoza tells us
that “Nuestros abuelos aprendían de las estrellas” (Our grandfathers learned from the
stars). Furthermore many ritually and spiritually engaged people revealed that as cosmic
beings they originated in the stars and came from the alax pacha. This realm holds both a
mysterious significance as a place of progeniture, but also as a space that is seeable and
able to be communicated with.
The entirety of pacha is not knowable however. There are parts of pacha that are
outside the reach of human conceptualization of, and perception into. Beatriz Bautista
speaks of an alay pacha that is beyond alax pacha and cannot be seen by the human eye
or any type of technological instrument. This pacha gives reverence to the true mystery
found in the limitless infinitude of being that characterizes the great pacha. Alay pacha is
beyond this universe. Although not knowable this pacha interacts and communicates
with pachas in its vicinity and is interlaced within the same totality that encompasses all
other pachas, including the present moment.
Beatriz Bautista continues explaining that aka pacha is the space of here, now,
and the current moment. It is the place of interrelations between people, communities,
and the whole of the natural world. This world in its historic existential position is in aka
pacha. The reciprocity of rituals and celebrations that gives equilibrium to the flow of
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life on earth also happens here. Therefore, it is not a mundane or profane world but a life
and spirit filled world in the eternal present.
Manqha pacha, aka pacha, alax pacha, and alay pacha are best understood as
overarching pachas with many other pachas within them. According to interviewee Ұ,
“Pacha es todo que existe pero cada ser tiene su propio pacha. Yo tengo mi pacha y tu
tienes tuya” (Pacha is everything that exists but each being has their own pacha. I have
my pacha and you have yours). In this sense each being’s pacha delineates a unique way
of living that is integrated into the web of all other pachas. It is not to say that we are all
separate, but that each being that exists has a particularity within, and emits a distinct
energy which delineates a particular space/time.
The wiphala
One way to study and understand pacha is through symbols and signs. The
wiphala (fig. 1) is a conceptual image that leads into a further explanation of amawtic
science through semiotics and symbology. Although used as a symbol of selfidentification by Aymara and Quechwa people the wiphala is not a “flag.” There was
consensus from all people interviewed that the word “flag,” or “bandera” in Spanish,
refers to a symbol of identification that segregates people into nationalistic identification.
According to the amawt’a Wiñay Pacha, “La wiphala es un símbolo para todos seres
bioenergéticos biocosmicos biosfericos intersolares” (The wiphala is a symbol for all bioenergetic, bio-cosmic, bio-spherical, inter-solar beings). It is a symbol of autonomy for
all that exists in the cosmos, not just for Andean people. The wiphala is also a political
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symbol of identification and has even been adopted as the national flag of Bolivia
alongside the prior existing tricolor “three color” flag. It is also used ritually.
The 7 color arrangement on the wiphala displays a cosmic polychromy
superimposed on the image of a perfect square. That is, an arrangement of colors from
the visual color spectrum in order and symmetry. The diagonal of 7 smaller white
squares can be interpreted as light that emanates from the sun. White light that enters an
element of refraction gives rise to the 6 main colors of the rainbow. These 6 colors are
arranged symmetrically on both sides of the white diagonal of the wiphala. Every color
has 7 squares each on the wiphala, which itself has sides of 7 by 7 squares, for a total of
49 squares. These numbers are salient to a numerology that is to be discussed in the
section on cosmic-vision. Wiñay Pacha equates the symmetry and equanimity of the
wiphala to pacha, and has a unique tool of examination that gives light into this analysis.

Figure 1. The wiphala
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There are, however, at least two other wiphalas that manifest a different color
arrangement. One such wiphala uses the colors brown and black in replacement of white
and orange. In this design it is yellow that takes the place of the main white diagonal,
whereas black takes the position of purple and brown the position of blue. The amawt’a
Willka Victor Machaca reveals that the first wiphala is a contemporary symbol while the
second existed prior to Spanish colonization. Wiñay Pacha distinguishes the first as an
electromagnetic icon and symbol of a macro/micro biocosmic order and the second as a
telluric wiphala more representative of planet earth. A third wiphala utilized by
interviewee Ұ simply replaces the white diagonal from the first with a black one. She
explains that black holes in the cosmos are responsible for producing dynamic spin, or
muyu, which in turn gives flux and energy to the elements (like stars) that produce the
other colors. All said, it is the first wiphala that is most used ritually, politically, and
spiritually by Aymara people.
The chakana
The Wak’a Jach’a Qhana, or chakana, constellation is another image made
symbol that can be looked upon to shed insight into the study of pacha. Aymara
sociologist Simón Yampara writes that:
La Chakana, o constelación de la Cruz del Sur, como la llamó por primera vez
Hernando de Magallanes en 1505, orienta simbólica y semióticamente una
comunicación que ordena ideas, pensamientos, cosmocimiento y saberes de los
pueblos andinos. (Lozada and Tedesqui 2012, 6)
(The Chakana, or Southern Cross constellation, as it was named for the first time
by Hernando de Magallanes in 1505, symbolically and semiotically directions a
communication that arranges ideas, thoughts, cosmic-thought, and the knowledge
of the Andean people.)
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The chakana, originating from a stellar archetype, is the paragon of mental, physical, and
spiritual arrangement and organization in the Andean world. Its transmigration into a
symbol dates to the time of the civilization of Tiwanaku where it was cut into the lithic
stones (fig. 2). From then on and into contemporary times the chakana as a symbol is
found etched into textile items, used as an architectural design, or worn as a personal
item. The majority of amawt’as and ritually/spiritually involved people interviewed
incorporated a chakana into their regalia and was most often seen worn around the neck.
The details in the design of the chakana differ amongst people although certain chakana
designs are more popular. Figure 3 is an example of a chakana worn by the amawt’a
Willka Victor Machaca.

Figure 2. Chakanas in the lithic stones of Tiwanaku
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Figure 3. Ceramic chakana worn by an amawt’a

The symmetry and proportionality of the chakana’s design creates an image of
balance and harmony. Across any axis of symmetry in a two-dimensional field the
chakana is symmetric and inversely proportional. It is the same above and below, to the
left and to the right. This symmetry, proportionality, and justice are the most salient
aspects of pacha, a dynamic cosmos that finds equilibrium in the complementary union of
its parts. Additionally, the chakana in figure 3 illustrates a circle in its center. In other
chakanas this circle is immaterial, and designed as a hole in the cross. Interviewee X, a
young man who lives in El Alto where he sells books about the cosmovisión, commented
that the semiotic significance of the circle is that of the cyclical transformation and
evolution of the cosmos. The circle is in fact seen as a katari, or serpent, and relates to
the concept of muyu (dynamic spin/turn). It can therefore be stated that pacha spins and
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has momentum within a circular dynamic without beginning or end, encompassing the
infinitude of time and space in interlaced dimensions, or pachas.
Cosmic-Vision
The amawt’a Wiñay Pacha explains that everything in pacha is part of a cosmic
order which integrates all phenomena in micro/macro unison. The same ordering and
natural laws that govern the movement of stars and other celestial objects exists in
ecological renderings, cellular movement, the subatomic world, and even human
behavior. The order, Wiñay tells us, has always existed because it is based on natural
laws which occur repeatedly and without duress. All beings in life fall within this cosmic
order and as such are proportional, balanced, and arranged in cosmic harmony.
Wiñay utilizes a unique symbol to facilitate contact with, and comprehension of,
the cosmic order. The kollana chachawarmi chakana (fig. 4), which finds best translation
as “medicinal male/female elixir,” is a symbol constructed out of the combination of the
polychromy of the wiphala and the shape of the chakana. Here, on the kollana
chachawarmi chakana, there are several other markings that are crucial to the explanation
of the cosmovisión. It is a very complex symbol carrying a lot of explicative power, and
as such, will be perused step wise. Since it is regarded as “complete” by many
interviewees this particular chakana is very popular. A few other amawt’as and tens,
possibly hundreds, of ritually and spiritually engaged people wear this symbol.
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Figure 4.1. Chacha side of the kollana chachawarmi chakana

Figure 4.2. Warmi side of the kollana chachawarmi chakana
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Pä Ch’amana
The etymological analysis of the word pacha through its constituent forms will
find relation to an integral part of the kollana chachawarmi symbol. Amawt’a Felix
Mendoza tells us that pä is the vocalic elision of the word paya, meaning par or the
number 2, and ch’amana, which means sound that has an active energetic force.
Therefore, Mendoza states that pä ch’amana signifies “El origen de los ruidos ancestrales
con fuerzas-energías complementarias, que gobiernan nuestra existencia” (The origin of
ancestral sounds with complementary energies-forces that govern our existence). Pä
ch’amana is contemporarily referred to as pacha.

Figure 5. The gold (chacha) star and the silver (warmi) star of 6 vertices with the 7
cosmic laws

On the chakana kollana chachawarmi the vision of these two forces or energies
that govern existence are represented in two ways. For one, the chakana has two sides.
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One is feminine, which corresponds with the silver star of 6 vertices, and the other side is
masculine, having a gold star of 6 vertices (fig. 5). The feminine side is called warmi and
the masculine side chacha. Wiñay explains that all beings, whether mineral, plant,
animal, or human, are both feminine and masculine. All beings are a combination of
complementary forces and energies of the micro/macro cosmos. The second way the
complementary powers of pacha are expressed is within the star of 6 vertices. Composed
of two interlaced equilateral triangles, this star is an image of the balance derived from
the harmonic interaction of these powers. Wiñay says that:
La concepción amawtica es la concepción del todo. Cuando decimos el todo es el
micro y el macro cosmos; es el positivo y el negativo; es lo masculino y lo
feminino; lo macho y la embra en los animales. Son los pares complementarias
que siempre estan vigentes, como la alegria y tristeza; la luz y la noche. Y de lo
que es la material y inmateria. Entonces todo esta dentro del orden y nada rompe
el orden.
(The amawtic conception is the conception of everything. Everything is the micro
and macro cosmos; the positive and the negative; the feminine and masculine;
male and female in the animals. The complementary pairs that are always
existent like joy and sorrow; the day and the night; what is material and
immaterial. Therefore everything is inside of the [cosmic] order and nothing
breaks the order.)
In their complementarity, the interacting forces of the cosmos are in fact unified. They
govern our existence in a manifestation of polarities, but are equally co-dependent and
cannot occur on their own.
Wiñay Pacha shows how the two interlaced equilateral triangles express this
concept of complementary pairs very well. Having equal sides and equal angles each
triangle is perfectly symmetrical and each one represents one force of the complementary
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pair. In their unison they form an image that continues to be symmetrical and is also
inversely proportional across any axis. This is the balance and equilibrium of pacha.
Wiñay Pacha comments that this amawtic concept is also complete and perfectly
circular. What he means is that each triangle is composed of 3 angles of 60 degrees. The
six-vertex star, therefore, contains 6 angles of 60 degrees, equaling a total of 360 degrees.
Though built by two triangles the star has the same degree total as a circle. This
circularity continues the motif of the cyclical nature of pacha which is constantly
transforming with muyta and muyu.
Swastikas and tetralectics
Before delving into an analysis of the polychromy seen on both sides of the
kollana chachawarmi chakana, there is one other mark on each side that calls for
explanation. The chacha side of the chakana has on it a violet swastika that shows
movement from right to left, or counterclockwise. On the warmi side a red swastika is
found which has motion from left to right, or clockwise. Figure 6 shows both these
swastikas side by side for easier visualization.
According to Wiñay Pacha the swastikas are symbols of two different types of
solar radiation or energy: the red one for infrared radiation and the violet one for
ultraviolet radiation. In terms of wavelength and frequency these two types of solar
radiation are on the polar margins of the visible light spectrum. Through their
complementary turning the two swastikas delineate the spectrum of visible light. They
set the parameters for what can be seen by the human eye: the 7 colors of the rainbow and
wiphala.
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Figure 6. The two swastikas of the kollana chachawarmi chakana

As the two swastikas turn in complementary directions they also manifest a
blueprint of the tetralectical pattern. Throughout their motion each swastika fills in the
void where the other is absent, in this manner sketching the image of a large square
composed of four equal-sized smaller squares (fig. 7). Each small square represents one
archetype in a tetralectical relationship, which itself corresponds to the totality of the
large square. Wiñay muses that there:
Son pares complementarios de las swastikas que se superponen para generar una
singularidad fisico-quántico para configurar una fuerza material y una fuerza
inmaterial. Configura cuatro angulos de 90 grados.
(Are complementary pairs from the swastikas that are superimposed to generate a
quantum physical singularity that sets up from one material force and one
immaterial force. It forms four angles of 90 degrees.)
According to Wiñay, the interaction of the two swastikas foments a quantic force that is
both material and immaterial, not in the sense that one swastika is material and the other
immaterial, but that each one harbours something of materiality and immateriality.
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Figure 7. Synthesis of the two swastikas: the tetralectical pattern

The elements of the tetralectical pattern that the swastikas form are many. In
addition to the ones exhibited in figure 7 there are a few other clairvoyant interrelations
flowing from Wiñay’s cosmic-vision: new moon, waxing moon, full moon, and waning
moon; adenine, guanine, thymine, and cytosine; imagination, emotion, reason, action.
All these elements maintain a relationship that is balanced and fully circular. Like the
two interlaced triangles, the square tetralectical blueprint is also circular in its degree
total. It maintains what Wiñay calls the “law of 4 angles of 90 degrees” which equals a
total of 360 degrees.
It is important to mention that both the star of 6 vertices and the swastikas are not
arbitrary symbols created by Wiñay to help explain the cosmic-vision. Wiñay has shown
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that each symbol finds precedence in the ancient civilization of Tiwanaku. The star of 6
vertices has been found on certain ceramic elements as well as in other hexagonal forms
on lithic stones. The two swastikas are etched into the Puerta del Sol, or “Gate of the
Sun” in Tiwanaku, and they are also seen in other lithic pieces. Wiñay tells us that these
symbols have existed perpetually since they express a cosmic order that finds semiotic
and numerological expression.
Cosmic code and numerology
We now know the meaning Wiñay Pacha attributes to the stars of 6 vertices and
the swastikas found on the kollana chachawarmi chakana. However, there is one more
aspect that needs to be appreciated before fully examining the polychromial design so
strikingly seen. So far, certain numbers have been presented in the previous two sections
mainly referencing summation of degrees in the analysis of geometric shapes. The
degree total of a circle, 360, the points in the star, 6, and the 7 colors of the wiphala all
relate to a “cosmic code” that Wiñay teaches. This cosmic code can be interpreted
through a numerology which, as explained by Wiñay, existed in Tiwanaku as an
instrument to what he calls the “ciencia bioenergetica biosferica intersolar” (bioenergetic
biospheric intersolar science), also known as amawtic science. Although popular within
certain circles of ritually and spiritually inspired people, this numerology was not utilized
by other amawt’as interviewed and makes Wiñay exceptional in the way he focuses on
the code.
The code is based upon the oscillation between the master number 9, and its
complement or reversal, 6. Since the digit 9 is 6 upside down and vice versa, these
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numbers through their inverse symmetry form the cosmic code in harmonic pairing.
Figure 8 illustrates this concept within the scheme of tetralectical interaction.

Figure 8. The cosmic code

Wiñay tells us that 9 is the master number because it has perfect equilibrium. To
begin, it is composed of 3, 3 times. This means it is 3 times 3, while 3 itself is a number
made of 3 1’s. Furthermore half of 9 is 4.5. This fact brings us to the main rule of this
numerology: summation. If half of 9 is 4.5, then 4 plus 5 is 9. No other number between
1 and 10 demonstrates this type of balance when being halved and then summated. For
instance, and although 7 is itself an important number in the numerology, half of 7 is 3.5,
and 3 plus 5 equals 8, not 7. Additionally any multiple of 9 summated across its digits is
also 9. For instance: 18 is 1 plus 8, equaling 9; 27 is 2 plus 7, also equaling 9; 117 is 1
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plus 1 plus 7, again equal to 9. Therefore 9 is the majestic master number and 6 its
complement due to the inverse symmetry.
Essentially, the summation numerology described here adds each digit in a
number until a single number between 1 and 10 is reached. For instance the degree total
of the two interlaced triangles and the square is 360: 3 plus 6, plus 0, equals 9. These
geometric figures are therefore within the order of 9. If we look at the 4 smaller squares
of the tetralectical pattern in figure 7, each having an angular total of 360 degrees, we get
at total of 1440 degrees. The summation of the digits equals 9. The elements of the
tetralectical pattern are in the master order. Adding 360 more degrees for the large
square that surrounds the elemental squares we get 1800 degrees. By adding the digits 1,
8, 0, and 0, the summation still gets to 9. The entire tetralectical dimension is not only
fully circular but within the master order.
Wiñay speaks of orders within orders. There are numbers other than 9 that are of
great importance to the cosmovisión presented here. For example, any number summated
across its digits and equaling 7 is within the order and laws of the rainbow and wiphala,
which are constituted by 7 colors. The number 7 also relates to the two interlaced
triangles that form 6 vertices in whose unison a nucleic center is formed as the 7th area of
importance in this figure. A third number of high salience is 4. Any number whose
digits in their summation equal 4 refers to the tetralectical pattern. The number 13 for
instance, 1 plus 3 equals 4, is within the order of 4 and tetralectics.
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Figure 9. Wiphalas outlined in black on the chacha side of the kollana chachawarmi
chakana.

Polychromy within the order
Looking again at the two faces of the kollana chachawarmi chakana in figure 4, it
is now an appropriate time to examine the color arrangement. Each face of the chakana
has 24 wiphalas perfectly superimposed on it to create the visible pattern. Taking the
chacha side for example, marked by the gold star of 6 vertices, it is noticeable that on the
top level there are 2 tangential wiphalas that begin the pattern. On the next row down
there are 4, and on the row below that 6. The bottom half of the chakana is symmetrical
to the top half in the number of wiphalas used: 2 on the very bottom, 4 one row up, and 6
on the next row. If it is difficult to visualize the wiphalas, they can be counted by adding
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the white diagonals in each level or step of the chakana. Figure 9 displays the wiphalas
separated by black lines for facile visualization on the top half of the chacha side of the
chakana.
Remembering the cosmic code and basic rules of the numerology we know that
the 24 wiphalas used to create the design are within the cosmic code because 2 plus 4
equals 6. What is witnessed therefore as an outcome of this arrangement of wiphalas is
the manifestation of 9 squares demarcated by the white diagonals. The equilibrium state
of 9 is reached. Furthermore, each square has as its nucleus either an ultraviolet center or
an infrared. By focusing still on the chacha side of the chakana we can notice that there
are 5 ultraviolet centers and 4 infrared centers. Wiñay refers to these centers as “suns”
and likes to point out that on this side each ultraviolet sun coincides with a pivot of the
ultraviolet swastika. However, if we flip the chakana over and examine the warmi side,
we notice that the pattern is not the same. If fact, it is seamlessly complementary. On the
warmi side there are 5 infrared suns and 4 ultraviolet suns, and the infrared suns form the
pivots for the infrared swastika.
There is perfect balance and harmony between the two sides, just like between the
two stars and the two swastikas. Wiñay communicates that:
Si unimos las dos chakanas, masculino y feminino, van confirmando todo lo que
es una conexión/interconexión del micro y macro cosmos en el tiempo y espacio.
Y toda la configuración policromática de la chakana tambien te determina un
orden de cábala numerica. Una sinergia energética cuántica de lo que es la
tranformación, de lo que es el cambio, de lo que es la alquimia misma, la ciencia
alquimica. Entonces en la chakana podemos ver ciencia física, psíquica,
astronómica, psicológica, matemática, alquimica y de terapia policromática.
(If we unite the two sides of the chakana, masculine and feminine, they confirm a
connection/interconnection of the micro and macro cosmos in time and space.
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And the entire polychromial configuration of the chakana also determines a
kabala numeric order. A quantic energetic synergy of what is transformation,
change, alchemy, and alchemic science. Therefore in the chakana we can see
physical, psychic, astronomical, psychological, mathematical, alchemical, and
polychromatic science.)
In the unification of its elements, the kollana chachawarmi chakana exemplifies the
balance created by the complementary togetherness of the myriad diarchic forces of the
micro and macro cosmos. To Wiñay, these same natural laws unify the “micro” and
“macro” of the cosmos yielding a complete pacha.
In this sense Wiñay explains that the chakana is the basis for a variety of scientific
knowledge. For instance, in the astronomical field both the lunar and the solar calendar
can be derived from the chakana. Viewing again either of the sides from figure 4 and
looking at one of the white squares, we can count that it is made up of 28 smaller solid
white squares. These are the 28 days of the lunar cycle. Then, if we count from the sun
in the center of the white square to the next closest same sun – meaning from an
ultraviolet to another ultraviolet, or an infrared to another infrared – we count 13 solid
color squares, indicating the 13 lunar months. Multiplying the 28 days by the 13 months,
equals 364 days. And adding what is called machac mara, the day that one year ends and
another begins, it totals 365 days. The solar calendar is simply represented by the steps
on the shape of the chakana. There are 6 on one side and 6 on the other for a total of 12
months of variously numbered days.
In addition to these astronomical references there are other philosophical and
scientific ones found on the chakana that will either be explained later or are beyond the
scope and direction of this thesis. Nevertheless the union, unity, and force of the
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elements of the chakana are evident and aid in envisioning the nature of pacha and the
pachas. From the view of this unity in pairs Wiñay suggests that we do not live in a universe, but rather in a multi-verse that is multidimensional (many pachas) and has an
infinite singularity of life governed by the cosmic order and its natural laws.
Vision of the world: Pachamama, achachilas, wak’as, and uywiris
In the amawtic vision all beings have life and spirit (ajayu): animal, vegetable,
human, and mineral. Within the cosmic order these beings are governed by natural laws,
what certain amawta’s defined as kamachis, and influenced by the flow of spiritual
energies, or qamasa, as well as the plethoric interrelationships with one another. These
relationships, from the amawtic position, are familial, open, and deferential while
obeying a cosmic heirarchy. The most elder spirits and beings are most highly regarded
ritually and quotidianly.
Pachamama is the eldest maternal being in the Aymara world and is synonymous
with this terraqueous planet, mother Earth. Pachamama as a term, however, has found
usage after the Spanish colonization but nevertheless communicates its meaning well in a
contemporary Bolivian world marked by the spread of the Spanish language. Amawt’a
Felix Mendoza tells us that its etymological progenitor is the same Pä Ch’amana that was
analyzed earlier. During early colonial times the term then made a phonological shift to
Pach’amana before being popularized as Pachamama throughout the evangelical colonial
period. Mendoza also mentions the internationalization of the word as Madre Tierra
(Mother Earth). Amawt’a Beatriz Bautista uses an additional term, Uraqmama, to refer
to Pachamama explaining that:
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Uraqmama lo digo porque uraq es la que tiene piel. Para explicarte: Uraqmama
es la que lo llamamos Pachamama, donde nosotros estamos pisando, donde
nosotros habitamos. La Uraqmama es la madre, es la madre de todos nosotros, de
sus hijos. No solamente de los indígenas Aymaras/Quechwas sino de todos los
que habitamos a la Uraqmama.
(I say Uraqmama because uraq is that which has skin. To explain: Uraqmama is
she which we call Pachamama, where we are walking, where we dwell.
Uraqmama is the mother, is the mother of all of us, of her children. Not only of
the indigenous Aymaras and Quechwas, but of everyone who lives in
Uraqmama.)
Pachamama is the mother of all animal, vegetable, human, and mineral beings
that live on her skin. She is a living being in physical form as the totality of the planet
and also has a great spirit. Felix Mendoza uses the term Awich Illa, meaning “original
grandmother”, to refer to the vital ancestral maternal energy that Pachamama harbors.
As children of Pachamama in the human form our connection to her is inherent
and indelible, explains Bautista, as we depend on her as an infant to his mother. Beatriz
Bautista continues:
Nuestra dependencia es tan estrecha es como estar unida, como cuando estamos
embarazadas las mujeres, tenemos a nuestro bebe en el vientre hay esta ligación
con el cordón umbilical. Desde nuestra mirada la Uraqmama y nosotros, sus hijas
y sus hijos, no rompemos esa conexión. Seguimos siempre manteniendo hasta
retornar a ella ese cordón umbilical dado a ella. Plenamente dependemos de ella.
Ella es la que nos alimenta, la que nos cuida.
(Our dependence is so close it is like being united, like when we women are
pregnant, we have our baby in the womb and you have this tie with the umbilical
cord. From our view Uraqmama and we, her daughters and sons, do not break
this connection. We always continue maintaining it until we return to her this
umbilical cord that she has given. We completely depend on her. She is who
nourishes us and who cares for us.)
Pachamama is the abode of many beings that live under, on, or above her skin.
Amongst these beings, achachilas and awichas are the most elder grandfathers and
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grandmothers. They are the high mountain peaks of the Cordillera Real range such as
Illimani, Wayna Potosi, and Condoriri. Interviewee Ұ considers mineral beings, such as
the achachilas and awichas, the most wise and conscientious due to their longevity on
Earth (geological life cycles), their tranquility and patience, emotional capacity, and
caring capabilities. Figure 10 is a picture of Qaqa Jaqi achachila, also known as Wayna
Potosi.

Figure 10. Qaqa Jaqi achachila; Wayna Potosí

Each achachila has a particular capability that is unique to its character. For
instance, according to several amawt’as Qaqa Jaqi achachila is known for his
righteousness and ability to judge from such a position. He is nourishing and a caretaker
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of the people, but can also be scolding towards misbehavior and send justice in the form
of hail. Interviewee Ұ explained that Illimani is an achachila and an awicha, and is
associated with productivity and fertility. She elucidated that both issues of agricultural
fertility and human fertility are taken up ritually with Illimani. When it is sowing season,
certain rituals are initiated towards Illimani to ask for a productive harvest. Likewise, if a
couple is trying to procreate they request that Illimani give them sexual fertility and
healthy offsprings.
The achachilas and awichas are nurturers, benevolent disciplinarians, and caring
grandparents. They are the great spirits of Pachamama and are treated with reverence
and esteem. Their names are vocalized ritually and they are communicated with
regularly. Ignoring or disrespecting the achachilas can have perilous consequences for
the human community. Therefore, they are approached with a ritual propriety and
engaged in relationship through offerings like the diverse misas.
Communication and ritual interaction with the achachilas, awichas, uywiris, and
other ancestral spirits are best done in wak’a places. Felix Mendoza says that:
En las wak’anaka están los Ajayus y las Qamasa de nuestros ancestros que tienen
energías que adquirimos después de cumplir con los ritos correspondientes.
Nuestros padres nos enseñaron que en la wak’a están nuestros antepasados que
quieren hablar con nosotros, solo hay que llegar a ellos con respeto.
(In the wak’anaka are the Ajayu and Qamasa of our ancestors which have
energies that we can acquire after completing the corresponding rituals. Our
parents taught us that in the wak’a are our ancestors that want to talk to us; you
just have to reach them with respect.)
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The wak’as are the places of ritual encounter with the ancestors. They are full of spirit
(ajayu) and vital cosmic energies (qamasa). Stars, planets, mountains, the Akapana
pyramid of Tiwanaku, rivers, and lakes can all be wak’as according to Felix Mendoza.
The wak’as are where many of the most elder spirits, the uywiris, prefer to dwell
and are most communicable, but uywiris are nevertheless found in all places of the
cosmos. Uywiri is a term derived from the Aymara word uywa, literaly meaning
domestic animal, and iri, meaning “the one who takes care of and breeds.” In this sense
the uywiris are the protectors and shepherds of the various pachas. In fact, there are
uywiris that pertain to specific pachas. The uywiris of alax pacha for instance, are
regarded as light and energy givers, associated more with masculinity and the celestial
sphere. The uywiris of manqha pacha are associated with fertility, hidden and
clandestine dimensions, and dark or telluric places. Regardless of the pacha of nativity
the uywiris have common general characteristics. Amawt’a Beatriz Bautista tells us that
the uywiris:
Son nuestros protectors, son nuestros creadores pero tambien son nuestros
criadores. Dependemos de ellos porque cada uno de ellos mantiene una energía
diferente de vida para cuidar y generar vida.
(They are our protectors, they are our creators and nurturers. We depend on them,
because each one of them maintains a different life energy that takes care of and
generates life.)
The uywiris are guides not just for humans, but in totality, maintain the equilibrium of
each pacha and among the pachas. However, as they are also part of the current of life
that flows through all beings, it is not in isolation that they balance things out. The
uywiris feed on the scents and smells of the ritual misas. Genaro Mamani, an elder
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amawt’a who lives in the city of El Alto and teaches at the Universidad of Tawantinsuyu
explains that all beings must eat. Therefore, the uywiris also seek sustenance of some
sort and are fed when engaged with in ritually correct behavior.
Beatrice Bautista finds it very concerning that the uywiris of manqha pacha have
been most ignored and isolated in contemporary times. She elucidates that throughout
the colonial period when the Catholic religion spread in Bolivia, these uywiris were most
attacked in the church’s plan to exterminate idols. Their relation to the telluric sphere, in
the Catholic perspective, distinguished them as demonic deities and spirits of black
magic. Interaction with these spirits was culturally stigmatized, reprimanded with
violence, and labeled as witchcraft by the colonizing force.
Celerity in reconnection with these uywiris is urgent according to Beatiz Bautista,
because they look after the fertility and production of the land and are catalysts to a
bountiful harvest. Bautista states that: “Los uywiris de manqha pacha son protectores
grandes que cuidan los minerales, cuidan el oro y la plata, cuidan inclusivo nuestro salud”
(The uywiris of manqha pacha are great protectors that look after the minerals, look after
the gold and silver, and also look after our health). They balance the realm of elemental
and agricultural production. She goes on to cite the names of certain uywiris such as
saxras, anchanchos, el Tio, and mermaids, stating that “Cada uywiri mayor y menor tiene
sus funciones específicas para mantener el equilibrio y la vida en la Uraqmama” (Each
uywiri, great and meek, has his/her specific function in maintaining equilibrium and life
in Uraqmama).
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Ispallas and illas
An ispalla is the ajayu, or spirit, of vegetal beings and is found in, and linked to,
the seed. It is the vital energy and potential to create life. The ispalla harbors all the
knowledge of procreation and is seen as a feminine power. Bautista unfolds this notion:
Las ispallas tienen esta potencialidad que tenemos las mujeres. La capacidad de
generar vida, de dar continuidad a la vida. Pero tambien las mujeres con las
ispallas tenemos la relación de mantener la cadena alimenticia.
(The ispallas have this potentiality that we women have; the capacity to generate
life, to give continuity to life. But women and the ispallas also have the relation
in maintaining the nutritional chain.)
Historically, rituals surrounding agricultural times such as seed production and sowing
were led by women amawt’as. Bautista tells us of a specific ritual done every 2nd of
February which in times past was elaborated solely by women and girls. In this ritual the
women and girls spoke to the ispallas, communicated with them, and gave advice to
them.
Women and the ispallas worked together in the cycle of food production. Bautista
accounts that it is salient for the women to work with the seed and not the men, because it
is women who harbor the energetic center of procreation and can better know the cycle of
food productivity. The womens connection with the ispallas is both carnal and spiritual.
Bautista explains:
En ese rito por ejemplo de 12 Febrero, dia de las ispallas, se dice que las mujeres
en ese dia nos transformamos y nos identificamos con la ispalla como si fueramos
ella misma.
(In this ritual for example, the 12th of February, day of the ispallas, the women on
this day transform and identify themselves with the ispalla as if they were her.)
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In interrelating with the ispallas the women become the ispallas. In years long past, it is
told by Bautista that while sowing the fields, the women would also celebrate, passing
and sharing various seeds and fruits with each other to acknowledge that they too are
ispallas. In fact, the energetic force between women and the ispallas was seen as so
fortified and interlaced that no sowing could take place if a woman or girl cried that day.
Bautista teaches us that making a woman cry is like making Pachamama cry. The harvest
will be meager if the ispallas are not joyful in the time and place of sowing.

Figure 11. Pachamama Illa

Simply translated an illa is an amulet that has the energy of what it resembles.
While an ispalla is associated with seeds, plants, and agricultural production in general,
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an illa is commonly linked to animals, namely domestic animals such as llamas.
Nevertheless, an illa is comprehended in various ways by different amawt’as and ritually
engaged people. Figure 11 illustrates an illa of Pachamama, an amulet that holistically
combines characteristics of the natural world. Through a quite different perspective,
amawt’a Felix Mendoza sees this rudimentary translation as holding nothing of the true
meaning that an illa had and continues to have in ancestral knowledge. He likens an illa
to a fractal. In this sense an illa is something infinitesimally small that through fractal
expansion projects itself into a macrocosmic object/being. It is an entity not visible to the
normal eye, but that holds something of materiality, and is therefore energy as well.
Interviewee X likened an illa to the precipitation of spirit in material form. Examples of
the fractal expansion of some geometric shapes are seen in figure 12.

Figure 12. Fractal expansion of a hexagon and a triangle

Felix Mendoza states that: “Diremos que existe un estrecho significado entre illa –
fractal – ADN, lo que quiero decir que en la illa tenemos nuestra información originaria y
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ancestral” (We can say that there is close significance between illa – fractal – DNA; what
I want to say is that in the illa we have our original and ancestral information). DNA is
something miniscule in materiality yet contains the genetic information of ancestral
generations. Its information is emanated through diverse channels into the being it
inherently knows and is, be it a plant, animal or human being. Wiñay Pacha adds that the
quantum particles of the subatomic world are also illas, funambulating between
materiality and immateriality, but nevertheless embodying an energy that expands by
fractals into atoms, molecules, minerals, planets, etc…
The illa forefronts the symmetric and balanced view of the amawtic cosmicvision: that which exists in the macro is also in the micro, as above so is below, inside is
as outside. The unison of the carnal and ethereal pachas is felt in the illa. Seen this way,
Wiñay’s vision of the kollana chachawarmi chakana as an illa of pacha becomes clearer
as a symbol which in its descriptive prowess harbours something of the totality of the
cosmos in its transformation and balance. Symbols and amulets can be illas, but to Felix
Mendoza illas are within all material things, and are the energetic memory bank that
guides the cyclical transformative path of pacha by transporting ancestral information.
Cosmic-Livity
The 4th term Wiñay Pacha and others used in describing the amawtic way of
knowing and being in the cosmos is cosmovivencía. “Vivencía” in the Spanish language
refers to knowledge gained from experience, specifically from living experience. This
way cosmovivencía can be conveyed as the knowing of how to live in the cosmos as part
of its majestic order that transcends and unifies celestial, ecological, political, and
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economic spheres. For this reason the term cosmic-livity was chosen as the translation
for the Spanish word. Livity seems to best define a way of life that is a continuous
conscious experience/action. The amawtic world view pairs this livity with cosmic
knowing.
Tiwanaku, Tawantinsuyu, and Qullasuyu
It was unanimous across all interviewees that the paragon for a proper way of
living, based on an ancestral knowledge of the cosmos, is Tiwanaku. It is seen as the
progenitor of native thought, politics, science, and social organization. Wiñay Pacha
remarks that:
Tiwanaku era un centro ritualistico donde venían todo los seres de todo el
hemisferio, de toda la biosfera, de todo el planeta tierra a tomar un contacto, o a
tomar que es su ciencia, sus saberes y sus conocimientos. Como centro matriz
energético y como centro ritualistico, como madre de civilizaciones, desde aquí
llevaban trascendencia. Todo lo que desarrollaban en el estudio astronomico,
biológico, anatómico, y todo lo que es el orden del micro y macro cosmos
emergía presisamente de aquí.
(Tiwanaku was a ritualistic center where all beings from the whole hemisphere,
from all the biosphere, from all of planet Earth came to get in touch with and take
their science and knowledge. As a center of an energy matrix and as a ritualistic
center, as mother of civilizations, from here they took transcendence. Everything
that has been developed in astronomical, biological, anatomical studies and
everything that is the order of the micro and macro cosmos emerged from
precisely here.)
Wiñay maintains that the amawtic thought and science he teaches, in fact all original
human knowledge of the cosmos, emerged from Tiwanaku due to its location as an
energetic center within the energetic matrix of the Earth. He categorizes Tiwanaku as
one of the 7 principal wak’as of the planet, a place where the flow of cosmic energies
makes scientific and philosophical inquiry perspicacious. However interviewee Z and
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interviewee W, two students at the Universidad de Tawantinsuyu who reside in La Paz,
look to Tiwanaku as a civilization of a different era, as a place in the distant past with
which contact is desultory. But they nevertheless equate Tiwanaku with high learning,
philosophy, and science.
That said, all interviewees visualize some type of connection to the ancient
knowledge of Tiwanaku. Whether all the parts of this knowledge entered into the
dynamic epistemic current that takes it to contemporary times, or if some was jettisoned
from the start or throughout the ages, is a matter of discussion amongst amawt’as and
their disciples. Millennia after the prime of Tiwanaku, however, the region that is now
Bolivia, Peru, and parts of Chile and Argentina became politically and economically
organized by the Incas. The Inca leaders saw their ancestral and philosophical roots as
coming from Tiwanaku and organized the land in relation to the more ancient ways.
The name of this system of organization is Tawantinsuyu. Felix Mendoza
explains that this name is composed of three terms which give it meaning: tawa, inti, and
suyu. Tawa represents the quantity 4 in Quechwa and Inti is the ritual name of the father
sun. Suyu is a territorial demarcation smaller than the awich illa, which Mendoza uses to
refer to the totality of the Earth, and larger than a marka (smaller territorial demarcation).
Tawantinsuyu therefore is the name of the 4 territories organized by the father sun. Also
known as the 4 seasons of the sun, these territories are Antisuyu, Qullasuyu, Qontisuyu,
and Chinchaysuyu. Qontisuyu and Antisuyu are associated with, and stationed by, the
sea, and Chinchaysuyu and Qullasuyu are associated with the sun and situated in the high
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plateau regions. The modern state of Bolivia and the ceremonial center of Tiwanaku are
located in Qullasuyu.
The territorial organization of Tawantinsuyu into 4 elements that interact socially
and politically is commensurate with the amawtic vision of tetralectics. Wiñay Pacha
explains how the 4 suyus relate to the smaller squares in figure 7, while Tawantinsuyu
can be seen as the larger encompassing square. This system of organization is founded
upon Andean cosmic archetypes and resonates into a human manifestation of natural
principles. Therefore, the Incan political control and organization of the 4 suyus is much
unlike colonization and suzerainty, when compared to that which marked the post-1500
European expansion into the Americas, Africa, and Asia. In fact, the Universidad de
Tawantinsuyu chose precisely this name to connote a place of original and ancestral
pedagogy, where the professors are amawt’as, the courses are about Andean issues, and
the curriculum is not influenced by standardized scholastics. All interviewees agree that
a proper and anti-colonial name for their territory is Qullasuyu or Tawantinsuyu.
Therefore, in addition to amawtic science and amawtic thought, an additional term
ubiquitously used by the interviewees is qullana philosophy: a term that designates the
philosophical place of origin.
Beyond the designation of the suyus there are other measures of territorial
organization. First off there is the awich illa, which according to Felix Mendoza is the
entirety of the South American continent and the Earth, including the physical land and
the grandmother spirit. Within the awich illa is Tawantinsuyu and its 4 part distinctions.
Then, each suyu is composed of other delineations called markas, which are further
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divided into ayllus. There are different amounts of markas in each suyu and likewise
varying ayllus in each marka. However as Mendoza remarks, each entity of organization
respects a political structure representative of the amawtic vision and qullana philosophy.
The ayllu as the smallest level of political organization is not just a community of
people. It includes all beings, plant, animal, human, and mineral, which live in that area.
More so, its goal is to prolong the harmonious coexistence of its diverse elements.
Traditionally this was done on a scale of verticality (Murra 1982). Meaning the ayllu was
arranged topographically from lower to higher elevation, creating a more eclectic
resource base coming from different ecological levels in the mountainous Andean setting.
This way, diverse resources could be harvested sustainably and traded between different
parts of the ayllu. The behavior that governs this trading of resources and interaction
between the diverse beings of the ayllu, and maintains the composition of reciprocity is
called ayni. In a pamphlet published by the Universidad de Tawantinsuyu called
Constitución y Saberes Filosoficos del Ayllu it is written that the:
Sistema de ayni y mink’a es la asociación de la familia nuclear con la naturaleza,
con el cosmos, con los seres biologicos y con los uywiris de los cuatro pachas y la
reciprocidad con la naturaleza, con la pacha mama, madre naturaleza y con el
kurmi con la simbología de la naturaleza por que es el bello componido puro y
purificado en la ciencia y tecnología andina (Quispe Churqui n.d., 49).
(The system of ayni and mink’a is the association of the nuclear family with the
natural world, with the cosmos, with the biological beings and the uywiris of the
four pachas and the reciprocity with the natural world, with Pachamama, mother
nature, and with the kurmi with the symbology of the natural world, because it is
the beautiful component that is pure and purified in the Andean science and
technology.)
Ayni unifies the ayllu within itself and integrates it into the markas, suyus, and awich illa,
culminating in a totality of correspondence between its many beings.
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The vicissitudes of meaning in life
Throughout the fieldwork it was often recorded that the meaning of life is to be
qullana jaqi. Amawt’a Genaro Mamani defines qullana as meaning and representing a
natural and curative cosmic medicine that lives with all elements that make up the
surroundings. He says that animals, plants, minerals, water, the air, the wak’as, the sun,
the wind, and even other people are part of the curative cosmic medicine. Each element
has a curative capability in relation to some ailment or disease. Mamani explains that an
amawt’a who is well learned in curative techniques has the knowledge of directing the
elements in healing ways. Jaqi, as indicated by Felix Mendoza, is the complemented
pair. It is composed of chacha, a man at the proper age to form a pair, and warmi, a
woman at the apt age to make a pair. As seen in Figure 13, chacha is always represented
by an angular symbol and warmi by a circular one.

Figure 13. Angular representation of chachawarmi and the jaqi being

The qullana jaqi is the whole and complemented being of cosmic plenitude in a
millenarian and eternal existence. In a small book given to the researcher by an
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interviewee, published in 2008 and entitled Qullana Yati: Ciencias Del Saber by the
Proyecto Saber Qulla Yati it is written that:
El “Ser Profético” es el “modelo” que seguimos para ser Jaqi (hombre y mujer
íntegros). Solo las enseñanzas proféticas son guias de la sociedad comunitaria
para que realmente sea plena (Proyecto Saber Qulla Yati 2008, 30).
(The “Profetic Being” is the “model” that we follow to be Jaqi [whole men and
women]. Only the prophetic lessons are guides so that the communitarian society
can truly be complete.)
The book continues to describe these prophetic lessons as being learned from the natural
world and through meditation. Meditative contemplation in places of high elevation like
the achachilas is where qullana knowledge can be learned through the heart and ajayu.
There are also more quotidian reasons for being jaqi. Felix Mendoza says that
making pairs should be a foremost objective in life for the following reasons. The pair
avoids that the individual stays solitary or lonely. Jaqi, the pair, guarantees the reduction
of the ego. Groups of pairs avoid that the pair becomes individualized, and the pairs
guarantee the growth of the group. If these are the positive consequences of forming jaqi
then the palpable cause is the crystalline love that is the attraction of complements. The
book published by the Universidad de Tawantinsuyu cites Munasiña who captures the
essence of this love:
Es el amor sentimiento intenso del ser humano que, partiendo de su propia
insuficiencia, necesita y busca el encuentro y unión con otro ser. Sentimiento
hacia otra persona que naturalmente nos atrae y que, procurando reciprocidad en
el deseo de unión, nos completa, alegra y da energía para convivir, comunicarnos,
y crear (Quispe Churqui n.d., 28).
(It is the sentiment of intense love of a human being that, starting from his/her
own insufficiency, necessitates and finds encounter and union with another being.
A sentiment towards another person that naturally attracts us and that, in getting
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reciprocity from the wish of union, completes, joys, and energizes us to live,
communicate, and create with each other.)
The jaqi pair, living in love, joy, and contention, experiences an eternal existence.
Being jaqi not only gives heed to cosmic archetypes in the relational balance of
complementary bodies, but facilitates the union of transmigrating spirits on their eternal
path. Interviewee Ұ remarked that weeks before two people fall in love their spirits have
already made union. Happenings in the immaterial spiritual world always predate
physical manifestations. The same interviewee, citing the often mentioned riddle
concerning primogeniture between the chicken and the egg, tells us that what truly came
first is the spirit. The ajayu, the dynamic everlasting spirit, is the quality of being that
makes the jaqi, and all other beings, eternal.
Wiñay Pacha explains that, “No muere nunca nada y no puede morir nada. Ni tu
mismo vas a morir. Vas a fenecer en la experiencia de tu vida física” (Nothing ever dies
and nothing can die. Not even you are going to die. You are going to pass away in the
experience of your physical life). All interviewees concurred with this view that there is
no such thing as death. Wiñay further elucidates that there is no “you” that can die. Who
you are in physical form is a process that fulfills a cycle, but when it is finished the ajayu
that is with the body does not dissipate into a void or a nothing. It continues in a
perpetual, dynamic, and eternal existence that finds new material forms within the flow
of the cosmic order. In a cosmos that has always existed, no isolated event of birth or
death can exist, only transformation and cyclical progression. Therefore, the ajayu is the
essence that guides being.
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Vicenta Mamani Bernabé comments that the complete human being should live in
the “wiñay pacha qhana” (the light of the eternal cosmos) and that “La vida es una sola
que va transformándose constantemente” (All life is one, which transforms itself
constantly). The term wiñay relates to “an eternity,” pacha is the cosmos, and qhana is
light. Living in the eternal light of the stars relates to a vision of origin that many
interviewees held. It was often heard that “Hemos venido de las estrellas” (We came
from the stars), a saying that was first encountered in an interview with V, a young adult
living in El Alto and a friend of Wiñay Pacha. When asked how she identifies herself,
interviewee Ұ, remarked that she is a cosmic/telluric being who came first from the stars.
Stellar places of origin forefront the primacy of the ajayu in forming identity and its
eternal nature. It is the ajayu that existed amongst the stars before the formation of the
Earth. Light origins reiterate the completeness of the material and immaterial realm, of
the body and the ajayu, as light itself is both a particle and a wave.
The bodily or material corpus, however, is not something that burdens existence
or identity. It is just as much part of this life as the ajayu. But it is the ajayu that
continues after the physical body completes its life cycle. Wiñay Pacha explains that it is
in the blood that the vitality of the physical body is situated. If the blood is polluted by
unhealthy foods and other types of pollution, then the neurons in the brain become
disoriented, and the body becomes callous to the entry of spiritual energy. He says that
keeping a healthy physical body is of utmost salience towards the integrity and health of
the entire being. Once the being is balanced physically, psychically, emotionally, and
spiritually the setting is made for a meaningful and harmonious life.
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Many times throughout the research process it was heard that the ideal life is
suma qamaña. This is a contemporary Aymara term that defines a holistic life in relation
to the cosmos and the natural world in the fullness of lived experience. The jaqi in
eternal communitarian existence is living suma qamaña. Another term, suma jakana,
complements the prior and means “the good life” of the whole human being and of every
other cosmic being. Bringing these two together we see that the good life is of cosmic
proportions, imbued in the natural world, and delineated by behavioral patterns (ayni)
that facilitate the integrity of the community (ayllu). Aymara sociologist Simón Yampara
says that this model human society is one of:
Cosmo-convivencia y de convivencia no solo entre los humanos, y no por los
diversos mundos. El mundo animal, el mundo vegetal, el mundo de las deidades,
y el mundo de la tierra, son partes muy importantes para el mundo de la gente.
(Cosmic-livity and of living together not only between humans, but between the
diverse worlds. The animal world, the vegetal world, the world of the deities, and
the world of the earth, are very important parts of the human world.)
He goes on to explain that the cosmological is the ecological. That cosmocentric is
ecocentric. The diverse worlds are in actuality interdependent, each seeking a state of
both suma qamaña and suma jakana.
Being(s) within the cosmic order
In the book Qullana Yati: Ciencias Del Saber the Proyecto Saber Qulla Yati
group writes that:
Nuestro gran misterio y sabiduría es reflejar el orden del Cosmos en nuestro
medio y en nuestro territorio; misterio y sabiduria que nos enseñan “que hacer” y
“como hacer.” (Proyecto Saber Qulla Yati 2008, 50)
(Our great mystery and knowledge is to reflect the order of the Cosmos in our
environment and in our territory; mystery and knowledge that teach us “what to
do” and “how to do.”)
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Reflection of the cosmic order is seen in the territorial arrangement of the suyu, marka,
and ayllu, as well as in the completion of the jaqi pair. The “what to do” and the “how to
do” continuously interact with the cosmic-vision, cosmology, and cosmogony, with the
whole cosmos, in order to live the great mystery that is cosmic existence. However,
reflecting the cosmic order is not foremost something of inquiry and study, but rather an
innate potentiality of the human, or any other being.
Wiñay Pacha explains that:
Todo ser humano es un orden dentro de la dimensión del tiempo y espacio del
micro y macro cosmos. Era un orden de equilibrio: de vida, de verdad, de
libertad, de paz, de armonía, y de dignidad; que equiparaban a los 7 colores de la
policromia del arco iris, las 7 notas musicales, y a las 7 armonias cosmicas.
Tambien a las 7 colores policromaticos que tenemos en el cuerpo aurico del
hombre y de la mujer.
(Every human being is an order inside the dimension of time and space in the
micro and macro cosmos. It was an order of equilibrium: of life, of truth, of
freedom, of peace, of harmony, and of dignity; that equate to the 7 colors of the
polychromy of the rainbow, the 7 musical notes, and the 7 cosmic harmonies. It
also relates to the 7 polychromatic colors that we have in the auric body of man
and woman.)
The order of the cosmos is one to Wiñay, across a nonlinear micro/macro continuum.
Every human being is a cosmic order and arrangement that inherently displays itself
semiotically, anatomically, bio-energetically, and numerologically, and that has the
potential to replicate the cosmic order that she/he is in the political, social, and behavioral
realms.
The silver and gold interlaced triangles, seen in figure 4, also have written on
them one of the 7 cosmic laws at each vertex and in the center. Life, truth, and
consequent freedom are the seen on one triangle, while peace, harmony, and dignity are
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on the other. In the center is balance. Wiñay teaches that these 7 cosmic laws are the
guide to a complete and fully circular cosmic-livity. If you live focused in life and truth,
your existence is one of freedom. Finding inner peace and harmony foments a sense of
dignity and respect not just for oneself but for all others. In interconnecting these 6
interactive principles the 7th law of balance is reached.
Now knowing that the two interlaced triangles hold the semiotic and geometric
archetypes of the 7 cosmic laws, let us look again at the kollana chachawarmi chakana in
figure 5. Wiñay tells us that this chakana also symbolizes the human order. First off, its
two sides, chacha and warmi, represent the complementarity of the masculine and
feminine qualities present in every human being. Each side complements the other in the
polychromial pattern highlighted by the infrared and ultraviolet centers. The 9 squares
made manifest by the arrangement of wiphalas find balance between the chacha and
warmi sides. Each side has 4 squares of one color and 5 of another. The 5 squares of the
same color represent the sensory perceptions of the human body: visual, olfactory,
auditory, gustatory, and tactile. And the 4 squares of the other color relate to the limbs of
the physical body: left arm, right arm; left leg, right leg. What is seen is an image of the
basic human senses and bodily archetype.
Each color in the light of the visible spectrum used to make the design of the
kollana chachawarmi chakana also finds a place of reference in the human body.
Likewise the 7 cosmic laws found in the star of 6 vertices correspond to the 7 colors of
the rainbow which each link to energetic centers in the human body. The energetic
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centers in the body and the corresponding light association follow in the order of light
wave frequency.
Wiñay explains that the red light energetic center is at the base of the spine
between the coccyx and the pelvic bone. Red light’s main energetic pathway is in the
sanguine current of red blood cells whose main function is to help us connect to the
dimension and multi-dimension of biological existence. The center of orange light is
found 3 fingers width below the belly button. Its main energetic development has to do
with the cellular production and reproduction of DNA, formed by its tetralectical
organization of thiamine-adenine and cytosine-guanine pairings. The stomach or solar
plexus is where the yellow/gold light energetic circle is situated. This light represents the
nourishing and feeding solar light and agro-ecological growth. Green light finds its
circular energetic center in the heart. It is linked to the general vitality of the heart,
systole and diastole oscillation, and to the electromagnetic symbiosis of positive and
negative fields. In the throat is where the energetic circle of blue light is housed. Blue is
the light of courage, peace, and interior serenity. The violet light circle is in the
equilateral hexagonal energetic center between the eyes. Violet is the light of finite and
infinite love, a biospheric love without limits or borders that creates sincerity, purity,
perfection, and integrity. White light is concentrated in the crown of the head. This is
the primordial eternal light of the cosmos where the cosmic ideology of balance is light
and transparency.
If the human being is a cosmic order within the grand scheme of cosmic
arrangement, then the “what to do” and the “how to do” originates in the great cosmic
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mystery and finds expression through each human being. However, this expression is a
reflection that has to be perceived and lived by each one. Forgetting that one is the
essence and likeness of the cosmos will diminish cosmic mirroring. Physical, spiritual,
intellectual, and emotional balance fortifies a connection with the micro/macro cosmos,
and is reached by living in an ancestral way. The Proyecto Saber Qulla Yati group writes
that: “Los procesos de la inteligencia se nutren de la meditación y el conocimiento de la
Naturaleza” (The processes of intelligence are nourished by meditation and knowledge of
the natural world) (Proyeco Saber Qulla Yati 2008, 40). The group adds that, “En los
lugares altos, mediante la meditación, nos contactamos con la inmensidad del Cosmos; y
en forma comunitaria con todos los seres de la naturaleza y el Cosmos” (In the high
places, through meditation, we make contact with the immensity of the cosmos; and in a
communitarian way with all the beings of the natural world and the Cosmos) (Proyecto
Saber Qulla Yati 2008, 58). Ritual communication with the natural world, oral histories,
and meditation are practices that balance the being and galvanize cosmic reflection.
Concerning the meditative state that can be reached by practicing several of what
Wiñay Pacha calls “re-energizing exercises,” he explains that:
Cuando estas en ese fuente con ese fluido conductor en esa matriz energética,
entonces por ti fluye todo lo que es la información de las energias micro y macro
cosmicas. Entonces, estas entrando en lo que es un proceso gradual de tu orden y
tu ordenamiento.
(When you are in this source with this conducting fluid in this energetic matrix,
then through you flows all the information of the micro and macro cosmic
energies. Therefore you are entering in the gradual process of your order and
arrangement.)
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Making contact with the source of cosmic energies through the re-energizing exercises is
a process of absorbing information and recharging the vitality of the being. The
technique of the exercise promotes the ability to concentrate on certain mental images
which facilitate the ability of the spirit to link with the flow of cosmic energies. Wiñay
teaches that these energies refresh the being with the ability to better perceive the order
and natural laws of the cosmos.
The meditative state also allows insight into the finite and infinite, single and
multidimensional, existence of the human being. Wiñay Pacha elaborates that at once we
are here and now, in the akapacha, in our physical existence, but that in the same moment
“estamos extendidos en todo ese espacio y tiempo intersolar, intergalactico, intersideral”
(We are extended in all this inter-solar, inter-galactic, inter-sidereal space and time). He
continues to explain that we are all the same essence and material of the cosmos,
emphasizing that the reenergizing exercises make possible the awareness that the spirit
can travel between solar systems, galaxies, and even through the entire multiverse. This
meditative connection with the center of the cosmic energetic matrix completes the being
in a balanced vitality, unifying the complementary forces within and without.
By practicing to attain this state of being, Wiñay tells us one can reach a level of
knowing that produces a vision of auto-sustainability, auto-administration, autogoverning, auto-contention, auto-conscience, and auto-authority, across all cosmic
manifestations. That is to say, one is aware that the natural laws of the cosmic order give
meaning to, and govern, all phenomena. It is up to each person to have the volition to
reflect the image and substance of what they are: the cosmos. Wiñay always likes to say
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that if you live and reflect the cosmic order that you are, there is no place to lose yourself
in the nebulous world of pain and misery which modernity creates. Living in contention,
and more so, as is written in the small book Qullana Yati: Ciencias Del Saber, “Vivir la
alegría y la felicidad cosmica es para siempre, donde no existen pobres ni ricos ni razas ni
religiones” (To live cosmic joy and happiness is for always, where there are neither rich
nor poor, neither races nor religions) (Proyecto Saber Qulla Yati 2008, 97).
Views towards Colonization, Modernity, and Decolonization
There is a clear divergence of views on colonization, modernity, and
decolonization between the amawt’as and their disciples on one side, and the academics
on the other. This separation is most seen in the terminology used in explanation. The
academics generally utilized the vernacular of decolonial and subaltern studies, while the
amawt’as spoke on the subject using Aymara terms. However, the distinction is not
absolute. Some amawta’s used intellectual terms to facilitate comprehension in a field of
study defined by academia, and the academics incorporated Aymara terms into the
academic world and language. Regardless, all interviewees see colonialism as a racist
structure of power relations that buttresses the modernity of the contemporary moment.
Amawtic Perspective of Colonial Modernity
One phrase echoed seemingly without end between amawt’as and other ritually
and spiritually engaged people is: modernity destroys everything. This statement
expresses a deep held sentiment that springs from a lived reality of colonialism, in which
practicing a native way of life is infringed upon daily if not made entirely impossible.
Interviewee D, a middle aged man who lives in El Alto and attends the Universidad de
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Tawantinsuyu, explained that during the classical colonialism of the Spanish occupation
amawt’as were seen as the bastions of a native way of living and were consequently
murdered in order to suppress the spread of Andean knowledge. Native spirituality was
also violently reprimanded. He continued to explain that the present moment is marked
by the culmination of colonial relics that have been building up since the arrival of the
first Spanish invaders. The accumulation of such relics is the modernity on exhibit in
Bolivia today. Urbanization, occidental political ideologies and policies, commercial
mercantilism, and occidental pop culture are all impediments to Andean rituality and
spirituality.
Even when trying to create spaces of native identification, the colonial structures
of power are in place to jettison native organization in favor of occidental conceptions.
El Inca, the dean and founder of the Universidad de Tawantinsuyu, an indigenous
university, explained his frustrations in getting the university accredited by the Bolivian
state. He commented that the names of the 7 majors provided by the university to
students all needed to be compromised on in order to obtain accreditation. For instance
one major, “Teología y Filosofía Andina” (Andean theology and philosophy) is a
complete misnomer misrepresenting the actual field of study, and implemented solely to
fit the criteria of colonial educative terms which would allow for accreditation.
Theology, stemming from the Greek “theos,” meaning god, and “logos,” referring to “the
treating of,” achieves the term “theologos,” or discoursing with the gods. El Inca tells us
that there are no gods in Qullasuyu and therefore no theology.
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Many other Aymara words were not approved in the accrediting process and had
to be changed to fit the colonial educational paradigm. “The study of uywiris” was not
permitted unless it changed to “the study of deities.” Deity, just like theology, is a term
pertinent to the Greek pantheon and irrelevant to original Andean thinking. At this name
change the amawt’a Beatriz Bautista exhibited utter disgust. Having herself taught at the
Universidad de Tawantinsuyu, she elucidated how difficult it was to incorporate that term
into her teaching. As a native Aymara speaker she said that the word deity holds nothing
of the meaning of an uywiri. Although she is aware that El Inca was pressured to make
official the foreign terms, she heavily criticizes his decision and labels terms such as
“theology” and “deity” as insulting and reductionist.
Even the most native spaces of organization, including an indigenous university,
are subject to colonial bullying in the contemporary world. And even after 7 years of
having an indigenous president in office, the shackles left by the Spanish still bind the
hope for a post-colonial world in Bolivia. In fact, the amawta’s interviewed all expressed
displeasure with Evo Morales and the government in general. Wiñay Pacha feels that the
current political and existential condition is worse and no different than the overall
feeling of oppression that existed in the 1980’s, 90’s, and early 2000’s. It is worse
because the indigenous president in office only provides an image of native power, while
racist power structures and a stark economic disparity between ethnic groups continue.
He comments that the same resource exploitation and exportation programs from before
the Morales regime continue, and that staying alive is getting tougher due to the
devaluation of currency. Promises of change from the government, including a law that
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legally acknowledges the rights of Pachamama and the internalization of the natural gas
market (key issues that have been the topic of political discussion in Bolivian current
events) are all lies according to Wiñay: political tools used to confound and contain
native rebellion and political arrangement.
The amawt’a Willka Victor Machaca, a kind, calm, and soft spoken man who is
also a leader in the Consejo de Amawtas Indígenas del Tawantinsuyu (Council of
Indigenous Amawt’as of Tawantinsuyu), has a more optimistic outlook towards the
government and a post-colonial future. He sees hope in the new state constitution that
was drafted by the Morales regime in 2009, and although he acknowledges that the rights
and changes promised by the doctrine are not implemented in reality, he is relieved that
finally the much needed rights of indigenous people and the natural world exist in written
law. On the other hand his more immediate concern with modernity is due to the
importation of genetically modified crops from Chile and elsewhere, urban sprawl, and
the exploitative use of natural resources. He explains that these practices are poisoning
the people where he lives and causing disequilibrium in the natural world.
Wiñay Pacha, who is a friend of Willka Victor Machaca, furthers in explanation
the discontent they feel towards modernity on this topic:
Hay una civilización llamada modernista, progresista, desarrollista que contamina
el aire, contamina las aguas de los rios, de los mares. Y Europa toda la basura que
produce: es una sociedad humana basura porque come alimentos basura y produce
pura basura tambien.
(You have a so-called modern, progressive, expansionist civilization that
contaminates the air, contaminates the rivers and the seas. And Europe, all the
trash that it produces: it’s a human society of trash because it eats food that is
trash and produces pure trash as well.)
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Wiñay feels that modernity and the Eurocentric industrial civilization that supports it is
pure trash: commercial products, unhealthy foods, factories, toxic materials used in
construction, etc… He explains that this civilization and the people who have the power
to direction it continuously rupture the equilibrium of the natural world and break the
cosmic order. Wiñay explains how this imbalance feeds itself and spreads:
Se autocontaminan a si mismos con su propios alimentos modificados
geneticamente. Entonces, si contaminan sus celulas con alimentos, por ingerir
alimentos que estan en desorden y en desarmonia, contaminan la vitalidad de su
sangre. Y al contaminar la vitalidad de su sangre, contaminan a sus neuronas.
(They auto-contaminate themselves with their own genetically modified foods.
Therefore, if they contaminate their cells with these foods, by ingesting foods that
are in disorder and disharmony, they contaminate the vitality of their blood. And
contaminating the vitality of their blood contaminates their neurons.)
The contamination of modernity creates imbalance in the physical health of people,
which in turn makes them callous to the flow of cosmic energies and furthermore
prevents spiritual equilibrium. The outcome therefore, according to Wiñay, is the
continuation of the same course of modernity. If those in power are sick and imbalanced
then so will be that which they produce.
Don Carlos, an amawt’a living in the La Paz area who also teaches several
courses at the University of Tawantinsuyu and is heralded by his students as a living
memory bank of native rituality and spirituality, has a fierce critique of colonial
modernity. To him modernity is a slightly different type of sickness, however, not in an
occidental medical sense (although it could very well be true), but as a spiritual sickness
from an amawtic perspective. Modernity is a disease that infects the cities, people, and
nature. In a lecture at the Universidad de Tawantinsuyu he emphasized many times that,
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“Son enfermos” (they are sick). People engaging in promiscuous sexual relations,
abortions, hateful language, and fetish materialism are all sick according to Don Carlos.
More so, the sickness is spilling into the rest of natural world which is not only becoming
unbalanced, but its beings, such as the achachilas and uywiris, are starting to castigate the
human community for its malevolent actions. “Ellos nunca van estar felizes” (they will
never be happy) says Don Carlos of the sick people. Their sickness is all pervasive:
spiritual, psychological, and physical.
Amawtic View of Decolonization
According to all the amawt’as and other people interviewed, the primary
consequence of decolonization would be the reestablishment of Tawantinsuyu and/or
Qullasuyu as a platform of native political, territorial, philosophical, medicinal, spiritual,
and ritual knowledge. This would inevitably imply a rupture from the modernity of
contemporary times and its systematics of oppressing native organization, while instead
forwarding a movement towards an existence that is not dictated by the structures and
relations of power set in place by colonialism. As abstract and imaginative as this
situation seems to be in the historical moment marked by capitalist globalization and
internationalization, the interviewees expressed a deep certainty that such a revolution is
not only possible but expected to happen.
In referring to an amawtic meaning of decolonization the term pacha kuti was
ubiquitously used amongst amawt’as and their disciples. Kuti, the cycle or complete
circle, here paired with pacha, creates a term that represents the returning of a certain
time and place in/of the cosmos. In this sense, pacha kuti is a great circular motion and
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cosmic revolution that turns the balance towards the possibility of reshaping a native
world. It is the return and establishment of a native time and space. Several of the
interviewees see the next pacha kuti as the revolution that will once again establish
cosmic order on earth. The same interviewees explained that this is the only form of
decolonization that is inclusive of their needs and the desires of other Andean people who
fight for autochthonous representation in the varying fields that distinguish selfidentification.
Another aspect of pacha kuti is the inevitability of its occurrence. Remembering
that the cosmic order pervades all things and that the cosmos is always in dynamic
change and transmutation, as explained by Wiñay Pacha and other amawt’as, significant
cosmic revolutions are always in the making. Certain interviewees explained that they
had an innate sense of this transformation and therefore exhibited a firm feeling of hope
for the coming of a pacha kuti. Nevertheless they explained that it is something which
has to be worked for, as humans themselves are part of the pacha kuti and not passive
bystanders. Better yet, focusing on the amawtic way of life, including an immersion into
a proper and native spirituality and rituality, political ideology, and culture, is the best
way to prepare for the coming pacha kuti according to the amawt’as and their students.
When asked what the significance of decolonization is, Wiñay Pacha remarked
that there is no need to decolonize, all one needs to do is live in the cosmic order and
arrange his/her life in congruence with this order. Striving desperately to “decolonize,”
in the form of direct resistance to the colonizing force creates bondage with the entity that
is so despised. Wiñay acknowledges that rebellion and political manifestations are
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competent faculties of change, but he overtly emphasizes that true revolution occurs on
an interior personal level. Living a virtuous life within the cosmic order provokes cosmic
behavior and a cosmic consciousness. Wiñay avers that:
Toda la humanidad tiene la responsabilidad de encontrar y relacionarse con este
equilibrio bioenergético cósmico. Es decir es nuestra imagen y semejanza y ese
orden biosférico cósmico tenemos que vivirlas dentro de nosotros mismos y al
vivir esa sustancia y esencia seremos aceleración energética, sinergia energética
dinámica en el tiempo y espacio manteniendo nuestra autosostenibilidad,
sustentabilidad y autogobierno que pueden oscilar y propagarse en la uni y
multidimensionalidad.
(All of humanity has the responsibility to encounter and link with this
bioenergetic cosmic balance. It is our image and likeness and we need to live this
biospheric cosmic order between us humans as well, and by living as this
substance and essence we are going to be energetic acceleration, dynamic
synergetic energy in time and space, maintaining our auto-sustainability, autodefense, and auto-governance while oscillating and propagating in the single and
multi-dimensionality.)
Wiñay holds that if the majority of humanity upholds the innate balance and energetic
brilliance which they are, an image and likeness of the cosmos, modern governments
would be devoid of power and would wither away into the abyss of their artificiality.
Wiñay also emphasizes that the cosmic order is the actual source of “power,” of
force, energy, and transformation. Governments, militaries, the police, and bureaucracies
are systems that are loaned power from the people through universal consensus. Their
power is fabricated and agreed upon by society. In striving for consciousness of the
cosmic order one becomes auto-sustainable and auto-governed by the flow of cosmic
energies and laws, which are the actual powers of the cosmos. He avers again:
Entonces toda la humanidad de esta biosfera esta en el deber y la responsabilidad
de defender la simetria y equilibrio de la vida en su multiexistencialidad, que los
bastardos mercaderes de la muerte y de la delincuencia ideologica política,
jurídica, económica y religiosa de los judeomarxocristianos, mazones,
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transnacionales que están destruyendo la plenitude de vida en el planeta por
acumular dólares y euros, y que están acortando y robándonos la misma vida.
(Therefore, all the humanity of this biosphere has the duty and responsibility of
defending the symmetry and balance of life in its multi-existence, which the
bastard merchants of death and of the ideological, political, juridical, economic,
and religious delinquency of the Zionist-Marxist-Christians, masons, and
transnationals who are destroying the fullness of life on this planet to accumulate
dollars and euros, and who are shortening and robbing us of life.)
Defending the balance and symmetry of the cosmos, of the natural world, of human
society, and of oneself is fighting for a post-colonial future.
To Wiñay and the other amawt’as decolonization also implies a separation from
the delinquency of European politics, ideologies, and philosophies. In fact,
communism/socialism as a political and economic system is seen as another bundle of
occidental values just like capitalism/(neo)liberalism, which besmirch a native decolonial
movement. Wiñay summarizes this topic by saying:
Las naciones Qullanas originarios, originales del planeta tierra, tenemos que
terminar y extinguir su política, su religion el derecho Greco Franco Romano y
marxojesucristiano capitalista socialista de las fuerzas de producción y plusvalia,
de explotados y explotadores, de pobres y empobrecedores, en el dolor y
sufrimiento.
(The original Qullana nations, originals of this planet Earth, need to end and
extinguish their politics, their religion, the Greco, Franco, Roman and
marxojesucristiano capitalist socialist rights of the forces of productions and
appreciation, of exploited and exploiters, of poor and those who impoverish, in
pain and suffering.)
Any type of socialist and workers party movement or revolution in Bolivia is seen as
another manifestation of colonization to Wiñay. Only a complete comprehension and
implementation of amawtic science, Qullana philosophy, and Tawantinsuyan politics is
understood as decolonization.
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The principal reason for this perspective, as Wiñay envisions it, is the reality that
the political ideologies of European origin and development do not envelope a conception
and comprehension of everything. They are mediocre and prosaic mélanges of the same
asymmetric and imbalanced Eurocentric epistemology. Wiñay gives an example of how
the popular conceptual representation of these ideologies forefronts their asymmetry. He
says that the political “right,” capitalist, or republican, or neoliberal, forms one acute
angle of 45 degrees from center. Likewise the political “left,” socialist, or democrat, or
communist, forms another acute angle of 45 degrees. Between the two, capitalistsocialist, democrat-republican, and neoliberal-communist is one angle of 90 degrees.
This culminates in an asymmetric unilateral thought and ideology. Wiñay explains that
there are 3 other angles of 90 degrees missing from the comprehension of everything.
Consequently, the amawtic conception is 360 degrees of full circularity. The cyclical
motion of the cosmos, the tetralectical pattern, and the interlaced harmonious cosmic
energies form a fully circular dynamic. Therefore, only a philosophy, ideology, and
politics that respect the law of 4 angles of 90 degrees are fulfilling a sincere anti-colonial
movement. This is the circularity of everything that Wiñay refers to.
Academic Perspective of Colonial Modernity
Unlike the Universidad de Tawantinsuyu whose curriculum and majors cater to
indigenous themes only, the Universidad Publica de El Alto (UPEA) is an occidental
style university offering diverse majors in the natural and social sciences, education
studies, health studies, and other fields. As one of only two public universities in the La
Paz/El Alto area, UPEA is overshadowed in both the size of the student body and amount
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of government funding being received by the Universidad Mayor de San Andres in the
center of La Paz. In addition, the demographics of the student body mirror those of El
Alto and are constituted almost entirely of Aymara students. In this case, there are
certain departments within the university whose faculty partakes in studies salient to the
native cosmic-vision.
The sociology department at UPEA features three academics that partake in
studies and publish works with a focus on Andean social and environmental issues.
Esteban Ticona, Marcelo Fernandez, and the aforementioned Simón Yampara, who is
also the director of the sociology department, engage the academia by positioning the
Aymara world dynamic in the strata of intellectual analysis and within the rhetoric and
vernacular of “decolonial” and “subaltern” studies.
Esteban Ticona views the field of subaltern and decolonial studies as the
intellectual grounds for a new perspective into the debate and academic discussion of
colonialism/decolonization. He cites the Martinique born Algerian psychoanalyst and
revolutionary Franz Fanon, as well as his philosophic predecessor, the poet and founder
of the négritude literature movement Aimé Césaire, as the fathers of decolonial thought
and analysis. Their analysis, although formulated in the 1950’s and 60’s, is continuing to
find relevance throughout the contemporary world and even in Bolivia according to
Ticona. He sees this analysis as being congruent with that of subaltern studies as it was
formulated in the 1980’s by certain Indian academics. These two currents are merging
into a great river he says, explaining that now more than ever a unification of decolonial
academics is needed.
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Ticona thinks that terms such as “internal colonialism,” “coloniality” with all its
ramifications, coloniality of gender, of race, of knowledge, of diet, etc., are essential for
the evolution of decolonial and subaltern studies to fit the reality of the present historical
moment in Bolivia. From this point of view Ticona sees the political and existential
present in Bolivia as one of coloniality. Meaning, a situation resembling the racial
relations of power and other asymmetric conditions put in place by traditional
colonialism during the Spanish occupation, but highlighted by the details of a ”postcolonial” contemporary world. Within this setting, Ticona acknowledges that even
though the plurinational state of Bolivia has at its head an Aymara president, he is
situated in a white colonial environment.
Marcelo Fernandez explains that Evo Morales and his regime only utilize political
ideologies and programs that are ramifications of a Eurocentric epistemology. He poses
the following question: “Marx, Engels, Lenin: hasta donde nosotros nos alimentamos de
este pensamiento?” (Marx, Engels, Lenin: until what point are we going to nourish
ourselves of this thought?). The socialist doctrine used by the government, including
political ideas, programs, and propaganda is just as foreign and pernicious to an Aymara
political autonomy as a capitalist doctrine. Flowing from this perspective Fernandez
indicates that “somos una sociedad colonial y continua” (we are a colonial society and it
continues).
For Fernandez the most far reaching effect of colonization is mental. He opinions
that the epistemic baggage that Europe dropped in Bolivia has colonized the mind of
many people with the entire gamut of foreign religious, political, philosophical, and
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territorial conceptions. An analysis of colonialism at the epistemological level, such as
coming from the perspective of subaltern epistemologies, is most revealing of the current
situation. His discontent with the political situation in Bolivia, like that of Esteban
Ticona, also finds refuge in the field of subaltern and decolonial studies. Franz Fanon
and Aimé Césaire are crucial figures to this scholar as well. Fernandez explains that
Fanon’s concept of “Black Skin, White Masks,” also the title of his popular work, is a
relevant idea in Bolivian society today. He continues explaining that many Aymara
people put on a “white mask” to adhere to Eurocentric society in which compromising
cultural and racial identity is tantamount to “fitting it” i.e. finding a way to survive. This
process essentially detaches an Aymara person from his/her cultural roots and thought
patterns and converts them into a behaviorally correct occidental citizen. Fernandez did
comment that the philosophy of Aimé Césaire is somewhat more relevant than Fanon’s
since it emits a more natural and cosmic tone in its poetry of decolonization, which
reverberates better with the Andean cosmic-vision.
The colonial nature of the university also stands out to Marcelo Fernandez.
Although he works at UPEA he comments that it is colonial, universalist, and
encyclopedic. Academics, to him, are a product of overt specialization. As such, the
universities are mass producing proponents of Eurocentric epistemology because the
material used in the curriculum of public universities all comes from European thinkers.
Whether it is Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, Kant, or Malthus, the fact is that the same
European canon of thought is being taught ceaselessly. The professionals that come out
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of this system of pedagogy are perpetuating colonialism in Bolivia. Mental colonization
Fernandez says, is continuously stitching together the fabric of a colonial society.
Simón Yampara sees a manifestation of colonialism in contemporary Bolivian
society in the discourse and logic of interculturalism, or multiculturalism. This idea that
harmony is reached when every cultural group within a society has the same civic rights
and adheres to the same constitution is a complete farce according to this scholar.
Yampara explains that the premise of interculturalism is constructed out of conditions of
iniquity and asymmetry. The cultural distinction between altern/subaltern is too stark in
Bolivia today. He emphasizes that “no hay ese reconocimiento mutuo, sino de
subordinación, de contagion, y de asimilación” (you don’t have a mutual recognition, but
only of subordination, of contagion, and of assimilation). Structures of power relations
that create an ethnic hierarchy are one-way avenues through which occidental society
imposes itself over a native culture. Therefore, Yampara suggests that it is not pertinent
to insist with the politics of interculturalism.
Instead, Yampara describes that the present moment in Bolivia is marked by the
existence of two systems of civilizing values. One system of civilizing values is
ancestral, millenarian, and has existed from the time of Tiwanaku henceforth, while the
other value system is occidental, centenarian, and exists since the colonial invasion of
1492. He explains that the majority of Bolivian citizens and many Aymara people have
become anchored into the occidental civilizing system in the cognitive sense and are now
being encapsulated by it. This anchoring was forced by the asymmetric relations of
power between the two value systems that can be seen in the programs and development
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of alphabetization into the Spanish language, urbanization, and mercantile fetishism.
Yampara calls these occurrences and others the “artifacts” of cultural monism, and
comments that there is a continuous series of them in place to indoctrinate the “other.”
Yampara uses a keen metaphor of the eucalyptus and the kishwara to give an image
to the two civilizing value systems. Although not native to Bolivia, the eucalyptus is a
common tree that grows in thick groves throughout peripheral parts of La Paz and on the
altiplano. The eucalyptus has the forte to grow fast, showing prodigious extension from
one main trunk upwards until ramifications take place towards the top of the tree.
Because of its fast growth the eucalyptus tends to lose branches and sometimes uproot
during episodes of strong winds in the Andes. The kishwara on the other hand is a native
tree, has several main trunks, and is a moderate grower. It is also perdurable and part of
the Andean landscape, finding itself at ease during the fiercest of winds. Yampara
concludes that the occidental civilizing value system is the eucalyptus tree and the
ancestral millenarian system is the kishwara.
Academic View of Decolonization
Marcelo Fernandez says that the first step to decolonization is to “Pensar a partir
de una epistemología y filosofía propia” (Begin to think from an own epistemology and
philosophy). From this starting point, political and developmental options will adhere to
an Andean reality and knowledge. Native Andean people, he explains, have an ancestral
connection to a great knowledge that is transferred generationally, but that lamentably, is
not studied or reflected upon in the university setting. Focusing on the transmission of,
and dialogue within, a proper native thought ensures the continuation of an epistemology
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that is neither Eurocentric nor universalist. Choosing to think this way, he continues, will
dismantle the anchor that binds people to the particularisms of the individual and private
property. Instead, emphasis and study should be placed on the richness of knowledge
communicated by native authors. Fernandez sees this process as culminating in the
creation of an “aymara sociology” and a “quechwa sociology,” where development in
knowledge is reverberated between native academics. Therefore “Producir un
conocimiento propio es un acto de descolonización” (To Produce a proper knowledge is
an act of decolonization).
Fernandez envisions decolonization as a process of transformation that finds
completion in suma qamaña, which he casually defines as the good and complete life.
However, he also brings to light that this term has been subject to some semantic
stretching which deprives it of its conceptual nexus. Suma qamaña is only relevant
within an Aymara epistemic, cultural, political, social, and economic context according to
this scholar. The term degenerates and becomes perverse within a socialist or capitalist
setting. Only reinitiating the term in its proper place, comments Fernandez, makes it a
utile tool in describing decolonization.
Simón Yampara, who introduced the concept and consequent discussion of suma
qamaña to the political and academic scenes in the late 1980’s, provides an equation:
“Saberes y conocimientos ancestrales mas saberes y conocimientos occidentales igual un
conocimiento profundo y renovado” (Ancestral wisdom and knowledge plus occidental
wisdom and knowledge equals a profound and renovated knowledge). He is referring
here to the combination of the two civilizing value systems starting from a position of
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equality, and not the asymmetry that exists between them now. To avoid this inequality
and reach the renovated state of knowledge, Yampara proposes this strategy: “Tejer
saberes y conocimientos intercivilizatorios con las fibras mas justas y sostenibles de la
vida” (To knit intercivilizing wisdom and knowledge with the most just and sustainable
fibers of life). Deciding which value system to use a “fiber” of knowledge from would
be based on what is most just and sustainable for the situation, without giving privilege to
one system or the other.
Yampara explains that the wheel of history will ultimately determine which fibers
are useful and which will be left aside. But to properly reach consensus on what is to be
used, he suggests the incorporation of “tinkus educativos.” As he explains it, tinku is an
Aymara word that means “encounter” or “confrontment.” These educative encounters
are reasoned as being the grounds for a meeting between the proponents of various
schools of thought, used to best guide the movement of a culture and society. Ultimately
these encounters would be used to answer this question composed by Yampara: “Que
sociedad buscamos?” (What society are we looking for?). In responding to this rhetorical
question he explains that we should strive to choose fibers that knit a society of “cosmocovivencia” (cosmic-colivity): a society that is cosmological, ecological, and knit
together with the most sustainable fibers of each civilizing value system.
An Academic Amawtic Perspective
On the topic of colonization in Qullasuyu Wiñay Pacha recounts the manner in
which the colonizers effectuated their subordination of native culture and spirituality:
“Habían centros de meditación de los amawt’as y encima de estos centros de meditación
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y centros ritualisticos lo han construido iglesias” (There were centers of meditation for
the amawt’as and on top of these centers of meditation and ritualistic centers they built
churches). Wiñay is almost certainly referring to the wak’as as these centers of
meditation and rituality. He states that it was the legacy of the colonizers to continuously
build on grounds of native spiritual importance.
Wiñay declares that the Catholic Church, “Ha hecho mucho, lo que podemos
decir, etnicidio. Y sigue siendo etnicidio y sigue siendo genocidio” (Has done a lot of
what we can call ethnocide. And it continues to be ethnocide and it continues to be
genocide). The massification of Catholicism and European Christianity in the present
day is the culmination of the violent chastisement and repression of a native way of
knowing and living. Wiñay announces that this culmination in fact has not ended and is
overflowing, continuously spilling its pernicious indoctrination into the lives of the next
generations. Seeing Aymara youths absorb the value system of white Jesus and
Christianity is frustrating to Wiñay, who sees this as a clear example of personal
colonization and living far from the cosmic order.
In relation to the European religious and political indoctrination that is so
prevalent in La Paz and El Alto, Wiñay was asked if this is a situation of “epistemic
racism.” He says that one could see it as such, but that more so, the colonizing Europe,
with its brand of political ideologies, religions, philosophies, and economics, “Desarrolla
un desarrollo epistemologico, vamos a decir, fragmentado o mutilado” (Develops an
epistemological development, that we can say, is fragmented or mutilated). On the other
hand, “Podriamos hablar mas bien de lo que es un desarrollo epitetralectico de
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Tiwanaku” (We could better yet speak of a development that is epitetralectical from
Tiwanaku). To Wiñay the “stem” of epistemology distinguishes the term as relating to a
linear trajectory of knowledge from some starting point of origin that is asymmetric and
confined to European history. Contrastingly, an epitetralectology encompasses a study of
the wholeness and quadratic circularity of cosmic knowledge/knowing: its origins,
evolution, and current manifestations. The, “tetra,” in epitetralectolgy refers to the
circularity and perpetual dynamic existence of knowledge with no fixed starting or end
point, which is the law of 4 angles of 90 degrees. Wiñay likens epitetralectology to the
study of both sides of the kollana chachawarmi chakana, in their complementarity and
circularity, while an epistemology is focusing just on one side.
Wiñay rejects the designation of amawtic knowledge as pertaining to a “subaltern
epistemology.” Not solely based on the distinction between epistemology and
epitetralectology but also due to a downright rejection of the term “subaltern.” Thinking
of oneself as subordinate and different is a type of internal colonization according to
Wiñay, in which occidental civilization is acknowledged as the “dominant” force in the
world. Wiñay does not agree with the academic view of alterity as well. An acceptance
of being the “other” creates a fictitious assumption of identity inextricably linked to the
perceived superiority of the correct and dominant same: the occidental man.
Furthermore, Wiñay tells us that races do not exist. Each human is a cosmic/telluric,
intersolar, intergalactic, and bioenergetic being. He emphasizes that races are fictitious
divisions, a production of Eurocentric epistemology. Alterity to him is also a farce; a
conceptual tool used to accentuate subtle preexisting divisions between human beings.
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Also critiqued by Wiñay is the manner in which many academics call the
occidental world the “dominant” and “powerful” society. He says that by doing this
everyone is partaking in the creation and validation of an oppressive power structure
through universal consensus. “Tu eres el poder” (You are the power), says Wiñay, in the
sense that the flow of cosmic energies in each one activates the hidden potentialities that
can liberate one from the burden of their own perceived subordination. By focusing
instead on the infinite self Wiñay says that, “En el mismo tiempo me siento un ser
humano y tambien un dueño del universo” (At the same time I feel I am a human being
and also a king of the universe). Wiñay avers that each person should be conscious of
their interior power and potentiality, rather than exteriorizing that power to an oppressive
outside force. Living in the cosmic order of life, truth, freedom, peace, harmony, dignity,
and ultimately of balance, is living in an infinite current of true power that enables one to
jettison the entire dichotomy of colonization/decolonization and instead live the fullness
of the cosmic present. Then we act, in the vision of Wiñay, as one united bioenergetic
intersolar family.
This family, in the view of the Andean cosmovisión, has a deep and well rooted
connection to the entirety of the natural world and the micro and macro cosmos: a
connection which is continuously maintained not only through an intricately developed
millenarian ritual complex but also through the simplicity of everyday living. In this
quotidian reality the humility of the human, or the jaqi pair, acknowledges the immensity
of power in the natural world that gives each one true rights to live on this planet. The
rights of water, food, clothes, and shelter, are all provided by the beings that compromise
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the world we live in. By focusing on this eminent and exalted state of living
decolonization will be a concomitant consequence. There will be no need to ponder the
vicissitudes of political, cultural, ideological, and economic transgression, but only to
accentuate the feeling of an open and contrite heart in the flow of the eternal and infinite
cosmos.
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Glossary

achachila. Grandfather, male ancestor
ajayu. Spirit
aka pacha. The pacha of the present moment; the here and now; this world
alax pacha. The pacha of above and luminosity
alay pacha. The pacha of beyond the stars; of the unknown and mysterious
amawt’a. “Wise one,” or ‘the one who knows’; spiritual and ritual specialist
anthropocentrism. View that regards the human being as the center and focal point of
universe
awicha. Grandmother, female ancestor
ayllu. Center of political and territorial organization
ayni. Communal system of reciprocity
biocentrism. View that extends inherent rights to other-than-human beings
chachawarmi. Male/female; masculine/feminine
chakana. Southern Cross constellation; symmetric and inversely proportional cross
ch’alla. Libation
ciencia amawtica. Amawtic science; pre-colonial method of knowledge production and
interpretation
cosmocentrism. The view that the totality of the cosmos takes precedence in its whole
integrity and transformative power instead of any one of its isolated parts
cosmogonía. Cosmogony
cosmología. Cosmology
cosmovisión. Cosmic-vision or world view
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cosmovivencia. Cosmic-livity; lived experience and awareness of the cosmos
criollo. A colonial term for a mixed race human
epistemology. The study of the origin, nature, methods, and limits of human knowledge
epitetralectology. The transformative, multidimensional, infinite, eternal knowledge of
living cosmos
eurocentrism. Considering the dominant and colonizing Europe as the world focal point
in culture, politics, history, economics, philosophy, ethics, etc…
inti. The sun
illa. Fractal; amulet
ispalla. Plant spirit
jach’a qhana. Great light; Southern Cross constellation
jaqi. Whole and complete being; chachawarmi
kallarawi pacha. Primordial existence before the sun and moon
kamachis. Natural laws
katari. Serpent; circle
kurmi. Rainbow
manqha pacha. Pacha of below the surface of the earth, of obscurity and darkness
marka. Unit of territorial organization smaller than suyu and larger than ayllu
misa. Ritual offering
modernity. The historical period starting in 1500, distinguished by European
colonization, through a move from feudalism towards capitalism,
industrialization, rationalization, secularization, and the nation-state
muyta. Circular dynamics
muyu. Turn; rotation
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occidental civilization. The civilization stemming from Greco-Roman antiquity,
through the advent of Christianity and the Enlightenment, which is based on
colonialism in practice and eurocentrism in philosophy
ontology. A study of the nature of existence of beings as such
pacha. Space-time continuum; the cosmos
pachakuti. Cosmic revolution
pachamama. Mother Earth
paya. Par; the number 2
qamasa. Spiritual energies
qullana. Purity, cleanliness, and medicinal
qullana jaqi. Cosmic being in a plenitude of existence
suma jakana. The good life
suma qamaña. Full cosmic living
suyu. One of four territorial divisions of Tawantinsuyu
tawantinsuyu. The Inca state
tetralectics. The harmonious interlacing and interaction of four archetypical elements in
a non-linear and dynamic fashion
tinku. ritual encounter
tiwanaku. Pre-Incan culture and civilization
uywiri. Protecting and guiding ancestral spirit
wak’a. Place, person, or thing of great energetic and spiritual force
willka. The sun
wiñay. Eternal; an eternity
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wiphala. Andean symbol of self-identification exhibiting a solar polychromy
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